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Abstract

The infant mortality rate (IMR) in some developing countries has decreased faster than the global average even though these countries lack strong economic growth, good governance, and democracy (often acknowledged precursors to improved health outcomes). What accounts for the improvement of the IMR in the absence of these traditional pathways to health gains? Some scholars suggest that the concept of “strategic governance” might help direct attention to intermediary factors that reduce neonatal deaths in countries that experience crisis conditions. The main objective of this dissertation is to investigate the set of governance practices that have reduced IMR in two such cases. In particular, what “strategic governance” practices, if any, can be identified as contributing to the IMR decline in such cases? Using case studies to explore the significant reduction in IMR in Republic of Congo (ROC) and Republic of Yemen (ROY), this dissertation finds that micro-strategic governance interventions such as decentralization, international partnerships, funding, performance-based funding and cultural change can mitigate the macro-structural crisis that threatens IMR in developing countries.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Dependent Variable

What is the infant mortality rate?

Human development, Sen explains, is about having the freedom to make the most of life through opportunity. Opportunity is frequently expressed or defined through economics but it is also defined by one’s ability to partake in “the social, political, and economic life.” The Human Development Index (HDI) defines levels of similar concepts by a composite measure of life expectancy at birth, expected years of schooling, mean years of schooling, and GNI per capita to demonstrate the global ranking of nations. Another way to define human development is to look at the infant mortality rate (IMR) as it too is a good proxy for the overall development of a country and is useful as a “cross-national and historical measure” according to Gerring, Thacker, and Alfaro. The IMR is an indicator of “population health” and is considered “particularly sensitive to general structural factors, like socio-economic development and basic living conditions.” This paper uses the IMR as a definition of development in countries based on Gerring et al.

---

2 Sen, 4.
The IMR of a country is defined as the number of infant deaths prior to the age of one per 1,000 live births. The infant mortality rate is measured from birth to age one, but other common measurements include perinatal mortality (from 154 days of gestation to 7 complete days after birth), the time between birth and the first month of life (neonatal mortality rate), and after the neonatal period to age 1 (post-neonatal mortality rate) and children under-5 years of age (under-5 mortality rate). Many child deaths occur in the first days of life. Neonatal death is so prevalent in some regions that it is not even considered a “problem” because it is a common occurrence. More people die in the neonatal period than any other time in life of the same length. Globally, in 2003, 3.9 million out of the 10.8 million under-5 child deaths occurred in the neonatal period (the first 28 days of life). By 2010, there were 7.7 million under-5 deaths of which 3.1 million were neonatal.

---

million were post neonatal, and 2.3 million were post neonatal to 4 years of age.\textsuperscript{13}

The greatest proportion of deaths occurred in the neonatal period. Out of all neonatal deaths globally, 98% of them occur in the developing world, “most often at home, outside the formal health care system, and largely due to infections.\textsuperscript{14} Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) (from 1990-2011) had the highest IMR globally (75 infant deaths per 1,000 live births), contrasted with Europe, during the same time frame, with an IMR of 11.\textsuperscript{15} Neonatal mortality is largely the result of infections, intrapartum conditions, and preterm birth complications.\textsuperscript{16,17} IMR determinants can be ranked by “proximal (e.g., infectious), intermediate (e.g., water and sanitation), and distal (e.g., socio-economic status, education) factors.”\textsuperscript{18,19,20} Annually, improving the quality of care for mothers and newborns could prevent approximately 1.3


\textsuperscript{14} Moss et al., “Research Priorities for the Reduction of Perinatal and Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality in Developing Country Communities,” 484.


\textsuperscript{17} Moss et al., “Research Priorities for the Reduction of Perinatal and Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality in Developing Country Communities,” 484.

\textsuperscript{18} Sartorius and Sartorius, “Global Infant Mortality Trends and Attributable Determinants—an Ecological Study Using Data from 192 Countries for the Period 1990–2011,” 2.


million neonatal deaths\textsuperscript{21}. Neonatal deaths are “mainly caused by preventable and treatable conditions”\textsuperscript{22}. A significant portion of perinatal and neonatal deaths could be prevented by low-cost and relatively straightforward improvements in the continuum of care for mother and baby\textsuperscript{23}.

Over the past century, IMR declined except for a period at the turn of the century in sub-Saharan Africa due to HIV\textsuperscript{24} but the overall trend continued downward. Reduction in child mortality, which is partly driven by decreasing infant mortality rates, was also one of the eight United Nation’s Millennium Development Goals that brought the “limelight”\textsuperscript{25} to focus on infant survival. The under-5 mortality rate decreased 49\% between 1990 and 2013\textsuperscript{26}. In 2013, there were 2.8 million neonatal deaths worldwide, which comprised about 44\% of the under-5 deaths\textsuperscript{27}. Countries with low infant mortality rates generally have better development than countries with high infant mortality rates.

\textsuperscript{22} Organization, “Neonatal and Perinatal Mortality,” 25.
\textsuperscript{23} Moss et al., “Research Priorities for the Reduction of Perinatal and Neonatal Morbidity and Mortality in Developing Country Communities,” 485.
\textsuperscript{25} Lawn et al., “Every Newborn,” 189.
\textsuperscript{27} “New Data Show Child Mortality Rates Falling Faster than Ever.”
Why IMR matters

The IMR of a country matters because it is inherently good to improve the human condition, and it is a close correlate of development within countries. As development improves, human potential improves and the life choices for countries and its citizens (and their place in in the economy) are much improved\textsuperscript{28}. Development is, of course, more than just economic; human development is frequently the goal of economic development because of “what people can do and be”\textsuperscript{29}. As infant mortality drops there is a fairly well established trend that suggests countries are more politically stable, just as “the countries with the highest NMRs tend to congregate in the lower portion of the political stability scale”\textsuperscript{30}. For example, Wise and Darmstadt (2015) demonstrate Somalia was at the lowest end of the political stability scale based off of data from the Worldwide Governance Indicators for political stability with a score of 0, while Lesotho received a score of 58. The authors reveal there is an “inverse relationship between political stability and neonatal mortality rate” but they also recognize that there can be some variation\textsuperscript{31}. Development is typically associated with stability, democratic regimes, prosperity, peace, and solid governance practices, i.e., practices that promote

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} Lawn et al., “Every Newborn,” 189.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Wise and Darmstadt, 388.
\end{itemize}
wellbeing and opportunity for human agency. Still, some countries without these conditions have experienced rapid declines in IMR.

Puzzle:

For example, how did North Korea reduce IMR by 62% between 1996 and 2014 despite an authoritarian government? Or how did Rwanda, with an IMR of 120.3 infant deaths per 1,000 in 1996, achieve 32.7 infant deaths per 1,000 in 2014 (a 73% decline in the IMR)?

This dissertation will investigate how some countries reduce IMR despite dysfunction and structural hurdles. The IMR will be measured in cross-national studies to demonstrate which countries are doing well, average, or poorly to mitigate preventable deaths\textsuperscript{32} in the context of low levels of economic growth, governance, and democracy. The “exceptional” countries will then be used as the basis of inductive theorizing to explore how the IMR was improved, and better understand the potential of “strategic governance” to improve health outcomes. The intention is to use these lessons to apply to development more broadly.

Globally the annual IMR decline between 1990 and 2010 was “2.1% for neonatal mortality, 2.3% for post neonatal mortality, and 2.2% for childhood mortality”\textsuperscript{33}. From 2000 to 2010 research reveals that IMR declines increased “by more than 1%\textsuperscript{32} Gerring, Strom Thacker, and Alfaro, “Democracy and Human Development.”\textsuperscript{33} Rajaratnam et al., “Neonatal, Postneonatal, Childhood, and under-5 Mortality for 187 Countries, 1970–2010,” 1988.
in Angola, Botswana, Cameroon, Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Swaziland, and The Gambia.”

How then have Africa and other countries improved their IMR when national level structures are functioning poorly? Wise and Darmstadt (2015) propose “strategic governance” to potentially reduce neonatal deaths in countries that experience political instability and poor governance. They describe strategic governance as the “minimal conditions of political stability and governance required for health service implementation” in contrast to more ambitious forms of governance, i.e. good governance. However, it is unknown what those “minimal conditions” are.

Wise and Darmstadt suggest specific life-saving health implementation can be facilitated in countries to improve health outcomes. Strategic governance is offered as an alternative to the growing list of good governance requirements. For many countries, it is unrealistic (if not impossible) to achieve all the necessary conditions of good governance. In those cases, opportunity can be found in politically unstable, poorly governed, and low resource environments to achieve improvement in the infant mortality rate. There may exist a set of conditions, variables and interactions between them, such as proven technology, local capacity, resource mobilization, the presence of health experts and supportive “local political and governance

34 Rajaratnam et al., 1988.
36 Wise and Darmstadt, 387.
contexts”\textsuperscript{38} that decrease the infant mortality rate and improve human development. Perhaps these unknown interactions comprise the basis of strategic governance.

Gaps in Research

As the word suggests, “strategic” refers to planning and actions aligned with the achievement of long-term outcomes or goals. We might contrast this with “procedural governance” where actions are designed to conform to procedural rules or “policy governance” in which actions are designed to conform to intended policy or program outputs. Thus in the context of governance, Pouw and de Bruijne (2015) discuss strategic governance as: “the effective realignment of predefined strategies with performances and outcomes within a context of interactive governance.” \textsuperscript{39} But, the concept of strategic governance as put forth by Wise and Darmstadt (2015) is open for research. Wise and Darmstadt (2015) call for “strategic governance” to improve health outcomes\textsuperscript{40} which refers specifically to health and to broader development goals but they fail to identify what strategic governance entails.

Wise and Darmstadt (2015) suggest that in complex conditions strategic governance is a “substrate for the provision of certain public goods”\textsuperscript{41}. For example, Nigeria, Haiti, Somalia, and Zimbabwe experienced reductions in particular illnesses because

\textsuperscript{38} Wise and Darmstadt, “Strategic Governance,” 391.
\textsuperscript{40} Wise and Darmstadt, “Strategic Governance.”
\textsuperscript{41} Wise and Darmstadt, 391.
of service provision even in the face of instability. Strategic governance looks at the “minimal conditions of political stability and governance required for health service implementation”\textsuperscript{42}. Deaton (2006) proposes that health improvements in poor countries come from something other than income, health knowledge or technology. However, he too is vague about what this specifically entails but he does detail that social factors impact the delivery of health services\textsuperscript{43}. In the following chapter, this dissertation will identify a plausible and specific hypothesis of strategic governance for IMR declines in the context of existing literature. What explains declines in IMR where economic growth, governance, and democratic accountability are weak? In particular, what “strategic governance” practices, if any, can be identified as contributing to the IMR decline in such cases?

\textsuperscript{42} Wise and Darmstadt, 387.

Chapter 2: Literature Review on Causes of IMR Improvement

Infant mortality is caused by physiological factors\(^{44}\). These physiological factors of infant mortality can be indirectly alleviated by health, and social and policy mechanisms. This research found there are generally ten concepts that organize the literature regarding how the indirect mechanisms of infant mortality are improved. Four of the ten concepts focus on indirect health mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms that are nestled closer to the proximate causes of infant mortality), and the other six concepts focus on social and policy mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms that are slightly removed from the proximate causes of infant mortality but that also make a big difference). The indirect health mechanisms identified from the literature that improve IMR includes: 1) breastfeeding, 2) delivery, 3) primary care, and 4) vaccines. The indirect social and/or policy mechanisms identified from the literature that improve IMR include: 1) community health workers, 2) community intervention, 3) health education, 4) health protocols, 5) preventative actions, and 6) women’s health groups.

We can see the impact of both the indirect health mechanisms, as well as the indirect social and policy mechanisms on IMR in the example of a young girl, Fati, in rural Ghana. For instance, Fati is fifteen years old, attends school, and participates in after school activities. Community health workers often present information in her after school program about sanitation and nutrition. Fati learns about the necessity

for certain health protocols like hand cleaning, and she learns about specific vegetables that provide vital nutrition (she shares this information with her parents who are farmers). Some days Fati learns about her rights as a child, how to avoid harm and how child marriage is not legal. The importance of immunizations is emphasized and Fati encourages her parents to take her and her siblings to receive necessary vaccination when health partners organize clinic days in the community. In this example, Fati is learning specific skills that will improve her health and the health of her future children through indirect mechanisms of health education, preventative actions, vaccines, and community health workers. These key indirect mechanisms can potentially alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality for her future children.

Now, the figure below incorporates some of the key indirect mechanisms that Fati learned about that can ultimately improve IMR, as well as other indirect mechanisms. The figure has at its center a bulls-eye labeled IMR, as that is the central “target” of discussion. Surrounding IMR are three concentric rings. The first ring surrounding IMR represents the proximate physiological causes of infant mortality: i.e., poor nutrition, disease, and low infant weight. This physiological ring is not explored later in the case studies but it does serve to remind us of how infant mortality can be indirectly alleviated by the second and third concentric rings. The second surrounding ring represents indirect “health” interventions that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality. For example, breastfeeding and vaccines lessen instances of malnutrition and disease from the physiological ring. The third
surrounding ring in the figure represents the indirect “social and policy” mechanisms that also alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality, i.e., through health education. The indirect health mechanism level is represented closest to the physiological ring because it is the first level of indirect mechanisms to impact the proximate causes of death, many of which happen at the time of birth. As such, it is represented closer to the IMR bulls-eye than the second indirect indicator level of social and policy mechanisms. The indirect health indicators also reflect the “last mile” of care a woman receives around the time of birth, a critical time for infant health. Next, we see the indirect social or policy mechanisms that are represented as the second indirect indicator level because the boundaries extend beyond the health determinants of newborn health. The second level indirect mechanisms are represented in the figure as twice removed from the IMR bulls-eye. These broader indirect mechanisms of IMR are the temporal last mile (i.e., the boundaries expand before conception and after birth).
**Figure 1: Three indicator levels of IMR- one direct, two indirect**

The figure above shows the first direct indicator level of infant mortality along with the two indirect levels that alleviate the proximate causes of mortality. The above model is part of a broader model that will be discussed later in this chapter.

The direct or proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality

The direct (or proximate) causes of infant mortality are caused by physiological (or medical) mechanisms. These physiological mechanisms relate to the physical body, mind, and environment of mothers and their infants. The causes or factors of

---

infant mortality are complex; as such the physiological mechanisms can be roughly divided into both social and environmental factors, and biological factors. Some examples of social and environmental factors that impact infant mortality include: education, ignorance, attitudes about medical care, availability of quality health care, legal barriers like discrimination and adolescent rights, access to welfare, marital status, race, family violence, and child care quality. These social and environmental factors are less focused on the physical body as they are with where the physical body is and what it is doing. Some biological factors that impact infant mortality are maternal age, birth order, birth weight, prenatal care, maternal health, nutrition, maternal use of drugs, alcohol, or tobacco, and exposure to toxic substances. These biological factors shape the physical health of the body. All of the social and environmental, and biological factors by their absence, abundance, or misunderstanding of, are proximate causes of infant mortality, and they all ultimately relate to the physical health of mothers and their infants. Physiological mechanisms (or proximate causes) of infant mortality can be alleviated through indirect health, and social and policy mechanisms.

47 Cramer.
48 Cramer.
The indirect health mechanisms that alleviate the physiological mechanisms of infant mortality

Indirect health mechanisms can alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality. These indirect health mechanisms are actions and systems that impact the physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. The indirect health mechanisms identified for this paper are: breastfeeding, delivery, primary care, and vaccines. The following discussion from the literature highlights the importance of each in impacting the proximate mechanisms of IMR.

1. Breastfeeding

To reduce the infant mortality rate and ensure proper nutrition newborn babies should be exclusively breastfed\(^{49}\). From sub-Saharan Africa to Pakistan, exclusive breastfeeding has the potential to significantly improve the IMR\(^{50,51,52}\). Exclusive breastfeeding means that “formula and/or solid, semi-solid or soft foods” are discouraged\(^{53}\). In preterm birth, particular attention to breastfeeding of the neonate can reduce infant mortality\(^{54}\) by preventing hypothermia and hypoglycaemia\(^{55}\).

\(^{50}\) Abrahams, McHiza, and Steyn, 4.
\(^{53}\) Issaka et al., 949.
Babies in the later neonatal phase can also benefit enormously from exclusive breastfeeding because it helps protect against common infections that are the leading cause of infant deaths in developing countries\(^5\). Promoting exclusive breastfeeding is a low technology solution to a pressing issue. Breastfeeding can be promoted in a community setting\(^5\) as part of prenatal or postnatal care and exclusive breastfeeding can be promoted at facility births. Regardless of where the message is shared, the important aspect to communicate to families is that breastfeeding is necessary and educating women about the benefits of breastfeeding and then supporting women in the endeavor is key to lowering the IMR in developing countries. Educating men about the benefits of exclusive breastfeeding is important too because they can support and encourage women to breastfeed rather than other practices\(^5\). In order for children to have the “best start in life” health practitioners must be made aware how vitality important it is to “protect, promote, and support breastfeeding”\(^6\). Exclusive breastfeeding, along with other “evidence-
based available interventions” like tetanus toxoid immunization for mothers, quality care at delivery; newborn resuscitation, proper cord care, and neonatal infection management could prevent nearly 50% of newborn deaths. Another study reveals that infants that are not breastfed have “seven-fold and five-fold increased risks of death from diarrhea and pneumonia, respectively, compared with infants who are exclusively breastfed”.

2. Delivery

The birth of an infant occupies a short time in the continuum of care of mothers, and babies. Even so, this time frame accounts for 40% of maternal deaths and approximately 5.5 million stillbirths and neonatal deaths. The necessity to get delivery right (i.e., quality health protocols, skilled attendance, hygienic practices, and access to emergency obstetric care) is of vital importance if the infant mortality rate is to improve. Studies show that countries with the highest neonatal mortality rates are those where “skilled attendance and institutional delivery rates are lowest”. Improved delivery reduces neonatal mortality, intrapartum stillbirths,

60 “Global Strategy: Breastfeeding Critical for Child Survival—UNICEF and WHO Call for Increased Commitment to Appropriate Feeding Practices for All Infants and Young Children,” Indian Journal Of Medical Sciences 58, no. 3 (March 2004): 138.
63 Lawn et al., “Every Newborn,” 189.
64 Lawn et al., “Newborn Survival in Low Resource Settings-Are We Delivering?,” 55.
and half a million maternal deaths every year\textsuperscript{66}. At delivery, three causes
(infections- sepsis, pneumonia, meningitis; “intrapartum related deaths or ‘birth
asphyxia’; and preterm birth complications) constitute 86% of worldwide newborn
deaths\textsuperscript{67}. Significant improvements in the IMR can be made through “existing
programmes” through appropriate prenatal care, delivery and antenatal care\textsuperscript{68}.
Reducing the number of home births by providing access and transportation to an
appropriate birth facility improves outcomes for newborns\textsuperscript{69}. Additionally, facility
birth doubles the chances of an infant being immunized, the outcome of which
transcends beyond surviving delivery but provides lifelong health outcomes\textsuperscript{70}.
Evidence based interventions like maternal tetanus toxoid immunization, hygienic
care, newborn resuscitation, exclusive breastfeeding, clean cord care, infection
management in newborns in facilities and communities at time of delivery can
prevent nearly half of neonatal deaths\textsuperscript{71}.

\textsuperscript{66} Joy Lawn, Kenji Shibuya, and Claudia Stein, “No Cry at Birth: Global Estimates of Intrapartum
Stillbirths and Intrapartum-Related Neonatal Deaths,” \textit{Bulletin of the World Health Organization} 83
\textsuperscript{67} Lawn et al., “Newborn Survival in Low Resource Settings- Are We Delivering?,” 52.
\textsuperscript{68} Lawn et al., 52.
\textsuperscript{69} Seni Kouanda et al., “Home Births in the Context of Free Health Care: The Case of Kaya Health
Health in Africa at MDG End: Availability of and Access to Maternal Health Services, and Outcomes of
\textsuperscript{70} Cheryl A. Moyer, Lia Tadesse, and Senait Fisseha, “The Relationship between Facility Delivery and
Infant Immunization in Ethiopia,” \textit{International Journal of Gynecology & Obstetrics} 123, no. 3
\textsuperscript{71} Lassi and Bhutta, “Community-Based Intervention Packages for Reducing Maternal and Neonatal
Morbidity and Mortality and Improving Neonatal Outcomes,” 1.
3. Primary Care

Primary care is a “health service delivery approach characterized by first-contact care, ease of access, care for a broad range of health needs, continuity, and the involvement of family and community”\(^\text{72}\). Advocated for since the Declaration of Alma Ata in 1978 to expand health services in developing countries\(^\text{73}\), primary care has had success in improving the IMR in Brazil\(^\text{74}\), is instrumental for the same in Bangladesh\(^\text{75}\), and has demonstrated a 41% IMR decline in a primary care intervention area in Bolivia in the 1990s\(^\text{76}\). The primary care model often seeks to expand into previously unreached rural populations to deliver essential services with targeted health interventions\(^\text{77}\). Primary care expansion provides greater access for pregnant women before, during, and after delivery, as well as provides education for new mothers in developing countries. Community-based primary care


\(^{73}\) Kruk et al., 904.


service can improve health outcomes for children in poor countries by expanding or using the existing health venues and strengthening that quality of care\textsuperscript{78}.

4. Vaccines

Maternal vaccination programs, coupled with other interventions have led to declines in under-5 child mortality\textsuperscript{79} as well as neonates\textsuperscript{80}. Tetanus toxoid vaccination as part of antenatal interventions in mothers can improve infant survival\textsuperscript{81}. Babies should also receive essential preventative vaccination like BCG and Hepatitis B, and vitamin K\textsuperscript{82,83}. Vaccination is a low technology solution that can be implemented in both community and facility settings to improve health outcomes for babies\textsuperscript{84}. Tetanus in neonates can occur within the first 28 days and fatality rates of cases are nearly 100% in developing countries\textsuperscript{85} for the unvaccinated but two or

\textsuperscript{78} Kruk et al., “The Contribution of Primary Care to Health and Health Systems in Low- and Middle-Income Countries.”


\textsuperscript{80} Edmond et al., “Aetiology of Stillbirths and Neonatal Deaths in Rural Ghana,” 436.


\textsuperscript{84} Edmond et al., “Aetiology of Stillbirths and Neonatal Deaths in Rural Ghana,” 436.

more doses of the vaccination can prevent neonatal death\textsuperscript{86}. Immunization in childhood of three doses of DTP (diphtheria, tetanus toxoid, and pertussis) is not considered enough to prevent maternal and neonatal tetanus during a woman’s childbearing years; additional tetanus toxoid vaccination is required\textsuperscript{87}.

The indirect social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the physiological mechanisms of infant mortality

While the four indirect health mechanisms can alleviate the proximate causes of the infant mortality rate, the literature is also fairly insistent that it requires more than just health mechanisms, or having a doctor in attendance at delivery. The indirect social and policy mechanisms, although slightly removed from the delivery room, also impact the proximate physiological causes of infant mortality. From the literature, this paper has identified the following indirect social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality, they are: community health workers, health education, community interventions, women’s health groups, preventative actions against risk factors and health protocols. The following discussion highlights the importance of each in alleviating the proximate causes of infant mortality.


1. Community Health Workers

The World Health Organization recommends\textsuperscript{88} that all pregnant women have a skilled health worker in attendance during delivery\textsuperscript{89}. In many instances in the developing world women do not have an attended birth, or they will have a female family member attend the birth in the home, or a traditional birth attendant (TBA) may be present to assist. The TBA is “controversial” but should not be ruled out if “partnerships with the health system” can be bolstered\textsuperscript{90}. The community health worker (CHW), on the other hand, is an accessible and positive step towards quality, informed care that can treat women and intervene with immunizations and helpful information surrounding neonatal problems. Family planning\textsuperscript{91}, clean delivery, cord care, thermal care, counseling, breastfeeding, and facility birth promotion are typically addressed by CHWs\textsuperscript{92}. Incorporating a community health worker (CHW) into the childbirth dynamic is a crucial step in providing quality, skilled care to mother and baby. In low resource countries, community health workers can improve service delivery during pregnancy and delivery, and improve neonatal
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outcomes\textsuperscript{93}, especially at the “household level”\textsuperscript{94}. Community level participation in women’s groups is very important because it can further integrate the CHW into accepted practice in the lives and homes of women individually. Together, community action and CHWs have a reinforcing impact that lowers the IMR, particularly for neonates\textsuperscript{95,96}. Women that have access to a CHW are encouraged to seek additional care for their newborns when necessary and health outcomes and IMR is improved\textsuperscript{97}. The community health worker is rather different from the rest of the indirect social and policy mechanisms (outlined below) because the CHW conveys action and support of the other vital indirect social and policy mechanisms while also being an essential component of improving IMR decline.

\textit{2. Community Interventions}

Community interventions, much like preventative actions, can occur throughout the care cycle of women in their child bearing years and before. Community interventions that occur earlier in the care cycle of pregnant women require
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different levels of health knowledge, and different levels of health response than interventions later in in the care cycle of pregnant women. Addressing potential challenges earlier, rather than later, has its advantages in that it is often less dramatic a response. Highly technical interventions were once considered the primary way to save infants; however, new evidence suggests that interventions at the community level at home are low cost and effective. Community-based interventions can improve infant survival in low-resource countries by addressing common health concerns through culturally and logistically appropriate means.

Specific health low-technology community interventions can include: improving hygiene, vaccination, improving nutrition through appropriate supplementation like folic acid or vitamin K, promoting exclusive breastfeeding for infants, family planning, and improved access to primary care. Neonatal mortality could be almost halved based on proven community interventions as discussed.

Community interventions are not always health related but often focus on alleviating poverty and improving access to education\textsuperscript{103}.

New technology such as mobile health services can facilitate life saving community intervention for infants by sharing medical information with caregivers at remote sites, or mitigating risks during travel to a health facility\textsuperscript{104}, recognizing that the type of community intervention available is dependent on the “proximity to a woman’s home” versus a quality health facility\textsuperscript{105}.

3. Health Education

Health education is an essential component of improving the IMR in developing countries. Without health education, human capital is wasted, self-determination is curtailed and large percentages of populations are excluded from the labor market as well as advances in the well being of society. Research continually links maternal education with child mortality levels\textsuperscript{106}\textsuperscript{107}. Without education, men and women may rely solely on traditional or cultural norms regarding what constitutes a healthy


lifestyle and/or pregnancy, and care for infants. From preconception to care of the newborn infant, health education allows men and women to participate in life saving practices and curb harmful practices. Health education is not an exclusive prescription for pregnant women, but also for men, children, communities, and medical professionals. Maternal illiteracy increases the chances of infant mortality in both developing and developed countries. Maternal illiteracy is often coupled with low socioeconomic status, which works against improving the IMR in countries. While both are problematic, illiteracy is more closely linked to infant death than socioeconomic status. A study from India also notes a similar pattern of decreased IMR with additional education: every year of school a girl receives, a corresponding ten percent drop in infant mortality risk can be expected. Beyond improving literacy and general education levels, specific health education that relates to a healthy pregnancy and newborn care is essential. Skin-to-skin-contact (STSC), or kangaroo care as it is also called, is an important practice of holding newborns (in particular low-birth weight babies) against the skin of the mother or father to keep the baby warm and thriving. In many low-resource settings this very simple, low technology practice supports new born life and is an easy way to improve health outcomes.

especially if care takers are educated to understand the benefits associated with it\textsuperscript{111}. Pre- and post-natal health education of a patient helps “influence” maternal postpartum behavior and encourages life saving behaviors for infants such as breastfeeding and infant care\textsuperscript{112113114}.

Increasingly, men are seen as part of the solution to improve IMR. When men are receive health education and are involved they help their partners achieve better health outcomes by facilitating transportation, identifying health abnormalities, and encouraging positive behavior like reminding their partner to take antiretroviral medications if indicated to reduce HIV transmission\textsuperscript{115}. If men receive health education about the advantages of care seeking for pregnant women then they encourage rather than discourage the practice, and the IMR improves\textsuperscript{116117}.

Communities are also foundational for learning, and health education often occurs in participatory settings within villages, not necessarily within schools. The health education venue might be a make shift literacy hut, chairs huddled in a circle in a
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shared space or at a woman's home. The community setting allows women, who might not have attended school, and others to learn essential health skills necessary for pregnancy that improve the mortality rate of infants. A mother can learn that having a series of tetanus toxoid vaccinations before birth can save her baby's life in the event of sub-optimal cord care or lack of clean delivery practices at delivery that can lead to death\textsuperscript{118,119}. The community environment can lend authority to the educational message, or the acceptance of the new information, and discourage potentially harmful traditional practices\textsuperscript{120,121}. Communities, instead of health clinics, tend to be the places where “antenatal, delivery, and postnatal experiences for women usually take place” in developing countries\textsuperscript{122}. But, traditional educational settings are useful. For instance, the Government of Eritrea has used schools to reach remote areas and “implement health interventions by training teachers to be allies for health workers”\textsuperscript{123}.

Health education is also necessary to build a larger cadre of medical professionals. From community health workers to obstetric surgeons, more health workers are
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required to meet international guidelines of patient/doctor ratios for healthy infants\textsuperscript{124,125}. Many developing countries have a dearth of medical professionals so substantially scaling up the medical community through health education is essential to meet the needs of communities\textsuperscript{126,127}. The increased number of doctors does not always translate to immediate improvements in the IMR because frequently the doctors are far removed from primary care where most women interact with health services but it does work towards the goal of improving some levels of health protocols.

4. Health Protocols

Improving health protocols of existing neonatal health care is necessary to save infant lives\textsuperscript{128}. Following recommended health protocols, from health care worker knowledge to the hygienic conditions of health facilities, is poised to make a significant change in the IMR of countries because health infrastructure is already in place. Rather than creating new health systems, the existing ones that currently
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interact with pregnant women and their infants can level up through globally recognized health protocols via training, technology, and improved hygiene standards. Facility births have almost reached 80% worldwide; there is an opportunity to provide better newborn care at this intervention point. If certain health protocols are upgraded, more women could be inclined to utilize existing health facilities. Improvement can be achieved through “drills and audits.” Or, for births already occurring in facilities, “36% of intrapartum-deaths” could be avoided if extra attention was placed on following appropriate health protocols. If health protocols are recognized and acknowledged by pregnant women perhaps they will be more willing to seek care at health facilities at the beginning of labor rather than holding off in hopes of avoiding delivery at a facility all together.

Arriving sooner, rather than later, and having access to “high-quality emergency obstetric care” can save newborn lives. In 2016, approximately 1 million newborns died within the first 24 hours of life, with 75% of all newborn deaths
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occurring within the first week\textsuperscript{136}. Ensuring that appropriate health protocols are known and available can improve the IMR. About half of maternal deaths in a region of Ghana happen within 24 hours of being admitted at a hospital\textsuperscript{137}. If the mother dies, the chances of survival of the newborn are diminished, particularly in developing countries. In order to realize improvements in the IMR, following appropriate health protocols throughout the continuum of care are required\textsuperscript{138}. Changing health protocols necessitates facility level commitment to implementing known quality strategies. Saving the lives of babies is not “new science” rather it is the implementation of health protocol science that is already known\textsuperscript{139}.

5. Preventative Actions Against Risk Factors

A focus on preventative actions against risk factors throughout a woman’s childbearing years can significantly reduce infant mortality\textsuperscript{140}. Preventative actions ideally begin preconception with appropriate family planning but frequently preventative action begins much later in the care cycle of a pregnant woman.
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Preventing an “insult”\textsuperscript{141}, or compromise of health, in the first place (primary prevention) reduces life-threatening complications for mother and child. “Primary prevention” can be achieved before, during, and after pregnancy by attending to maternal health and nutritional status, monitoring for pregnancies that are at risk (i.e., potentially underweight babies\textsuperscript{142}) attendance at birth by skilled health workers, and early management of obstetric emergencies\textsuperscript{143}. “Secondary prevention” occurs after an event, i.e. the delivery of the infant, with “resuscitation of the ‘nonbreathing’ neonate”\textsuperscript{144}. “Tertiary prevention” includes managing significant complications that are a result, often, from the secondary insult. Tertiary prevention requires complex levels of care that even “well-resourced health systems” find challenging\textsuperscript{145}. Primary prevention of challenges is likely to impact the IMR the most as second and tertiary prevention is harder to implement in low resource settings\textsuperscript{146}. There is much to gain from preventing dire circumstances. Pre-pregnancy risk factors to manage are the age of first birth for a mother, the birth spacing between pregnancies, birth order, and nutritional status\textsuperscript{147}. Access to clean water, maternal health, antenatal care, vaccination and education are other forms of
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primary prevention. Prevention can reduce premature birth, vertical HIV transmission, birth asphyxia and early newborn death from infections (sepsis, pneumonia, meningitis). A study in India indicates that the “prevention and/or management of neonatal infections will reduce neonatal mortality by 40 to 50%.” Preventative actions against risk factors get ahead of infant mortality by minimizing the opportunity for compromised circumstances that threaten mother and child in the first place.

6. Women’s Health Groups

While community interventions are useful and necessary, participation by women in women’s health groups is extremely important. The community intervention is something that is done for and/or to a woman, whereas women’s health groups are something women can do for themselves to improve health outcomes for their infants. The act of participating in a group with other women that is led by a local, or culturally appropriate individual has a significant impact because it demonstrates a level of autonomy and interest in changing the status quo, i.e., poor health outcomes.
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One study in rural Nepal shows that women’s groups “convened by a local woman facilitator, reduced neonatal mortality by 30%”\textsuperscript{153}. Through local female leaders, women’s health groups address concerns about infant mortality and strategize how to improve outcomes within the community\textsuperscript{154}. Participating in women’s health groups prior to delivery has positive impacts on IMR\textsuperscript{155}, not only after the fact when women learn about healthy nutrition and vaccinations for their infants. Analysis also demonstrates that energized participatory community groups can increase the number of facility births and prevent “1 out of 3 early neonatal deaths”\textsuperscript{156}. So while communities are typically the place where the entire cycle of maternal care and delivery occurs\textsuperscript{157} in rural and low resource countries, participation in women’s health groups can improve the IMR by encouraging facility births if possible when indicated. A key to the improved IMR might be the combined impact of a community health worker and the acceptance of this worker due to participation in women’s
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groups as well as following established health protocols. Participation in a woman’s health group demonstrates a level of agency.

A review of literature also reveals IMR improvement in low resource settings is not necessarily the result of a single medical intervention, but instead, appropriate care is delivered over time. The concepts, techniques and strategies known to improve the IMR are essentially low technology activities, and if implemented correctly over time, can improve maternal and infant health outcomes. However, just because something is known does not make it easy. Multiple, cross-cutting actions and interventions are required to facilitate the health of a newborn. Very often the intervention required takes place long before the infant is born through maternal health education, prevention (family planning and antenatal care for example), vaccination, community participation, specific interventions like improved sanitation, and access to primary care near where a woman lives. Where the infant is delivered (at home, or in a facility), the quality of care received, breastfeeding, and the presence of community health workers also facilitate survival and health for the first year of life. These phases are referred to in the literature as

“the continuum of care” as described by Darmstadt (2005)\textsuperscript{160} and it highlights a horizontal axis of life saving intervention points for a mother and infant. Multiple actions can take place over time to improve health outcomes for an infant. They can occur before conception (preconception), while the mother is pregnant (antenatal/prenatal), when the infant is born (delivery), and after the baby is delivered (postnatal)\textsuperscript{161,162,163}.

Let us now consider the other component of the model mentioned earlier in the chapter. The figure below represents the chronology of care phases in a woman’s life where indirect interventions can mitigate infant mortality risks. This figure, in conjunction with the earlier bull’s-eye figure, will be used throughout the paper to highlight various interventions that can shape IMR.

\textbf{Figure 2: Chronology of potential care phases in a woman’s life}

Ideally, there is a continuum of care and practical assistance to families and babies throughout the different phases of care for women in the childbearing years:
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preconception, prenatal, delivery, and postnatal care. Developing countries, specifically those in crisis and low resource settings do not have the available finances, resources (quality care of doctors, nurses, health workers, facilities) or knowledge at specific intervention points to implement all aspects of the continuum of care as identified by health professionals. Sometimes, only a handful of interventions (like targeted tetanus vaccination programs for pregnant mothers, the importance of breastfeeding, or discussions about birth spacing from a health care provider before a mother leaves the maternity ward are implemented. Below is an example, using the complete two-part figure, illustrating how both the indirect health mechanism as well as the indirect social and policy mechanisms intersect along the chronology of potential care phases during a woman's life. In the example below, the figure demonstrates a woman might have learned about the importance of breastfeeding after the delivery of her infant. In this case, breastfeeding and health education indirectly alleviated infant mortality in the postnatal phase.

For this example, we see that breastfeeding (an indirect health mechanism) alleviates infant mortality in the postnatal phase, and that health education (an indirect social and policy mechanism) also mitigates infant mortality during the postnatal period.
Figure 3: Intersection of the two indirect mechanisms that alleviate infant mortality with the chronology of potential care phases during a woman’s life

Macro Structural Determinants

The primary determinant of a country’s IMR level is its level of supportive structural conditions - the level of economic development, democracy, and governance. There is no mystery about why Belgium’s IMR is lower than Botswana’s. For the same reason, improvements in these levels generally predict improvements in the IMR. Rapid economic growth can generate new resources that reduce the IMR. The puzzle
arises when the IMR declines rapidly in the absence of major improvements in levels of development, democracy, and governance.

So far, this paper has explored the literature that addresses the indirect mechanisms that can alleviate the proximate causes of IMR. We have essentially seen the micro positive steps that can be taken, at the individual level, to alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality. The literature has been very specific and practical about the immediate impacts of certain interventions or practices that improve chances of infant survival. Now we turn our attention to considerations that explain the likelihood that both indirect mechanisms (health, and social and policy) are able to impact the proximate causes of infant mortality (i.e., that the concentric rings are influential). In the literature some scholars have focused generally on several macro structural factors as key determinants to development overall and mitigation of infant mortality in particular. On the whole, three macro structural factors emerge as important to IMR: democracy, governance and public spending, and economic growth. By in large, it is clear that IMR in developed western democracies is better than in countries with authoritarian leaders, poor governance and low public spending, and lagging economic growth. We know that countries with low IMR mainly demonstrate strong aspects of these three macro structural factors. However, there is not an overwhelming consensus in the literature about the relative and specific contributions of each to IMR reductions or in what order they must follow in developing countries. They are not rival hypotheses; instead they often hang together.
1. Democracy

The macro structural role of democracy to specifically reduce IMR is inconclusive: on the one hand, it is thought to help and on the other, it appears to have no effect. Some researchers offer that democracy improves human development because it allows for citizen participation in government that in turn requires governments to be more responsive and accountable to citizens\textsuperscript{164} \textsuperscript{165} \textsuperscript{166} \textsuperscript{167} \textsuperscript{168} \textsuperscript{169} \textsuperscript{170} \textsuperscript{171}. Navia and Zweifel (2000) show how in almost all cases IMR in democracies is lower than in dictatorships\textsuperscript{172}. Other research denies the role of democracy in improving outcomes of the poor: “if democracy produces better outcomes for low-income families, then countries that transit from autocratic to democratic rule should see improvement in their infant and child mortality rates. In general, they do not”\textsuperscript{173}. Ross (2006) concedes studies do demonstrate that democracies are more successful than other
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regime types at improving the lives of the poor but he argues many of these cross-national studies exclude successful nondemocratic countries due to missing or incomplete information. If more of the nondemocratic countries were included in the cross-national studies (as well as correcting some “flaws”), then “democracy has little or no effect on infant and child mortality rates.” The example of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea demonstrates that IMR declines are possible and significant (a 62% decrease in IMR from 55.1 deaths per 1,000 to 20.7 per 1,000 in 2014) in undemocratic regimes, however liberal democratic South Korea, for the same time frame, had IMR at 4.5 and 3 respectively. Ross (2006) does find that democracies can increase public funding for social programs but adds that the spending does not improve infant and child mortality rates. Gerring et al. (2012) agree with Ross (2006) that there is not a strong relationship between “regime type” and IMR but there is a “robust causal relationship...if democracy is considered as a long run, historical phenomenon.” Longevity of democracy appears to also impact other studies of developing countries. One study finds that democratization reduced infant mortality (almost immediately) in Sub-Saharan Africa as soon as multiparty elections took place that resulted in new leaders post-Cold War. After democratization in the country, public health improvements appeared to be the
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important factor in reducing the infant mortality rate\textsuperscript{180}. Another study of former socialist countries in Central Asia and Eastern Europe reported an initial a drop in life expectancy\textsuperscript{181} after the democratic shift but ultimately elements of freedom like education and civil rights are consistent with income and longevity\textsuperscript{182}. The literature on democracy and IMR is mixed but on balance there is a demonstrated benefit to population health.

2. Governance and Public Spending

Another macro structural consideration that scholars and practitioners acknowledge as essential to IMR reduction is governance and public spending\textsuperscript{183} \textsuperscript{184}. Good governance, as opposed to poor governance, is characterized by the following: “participation, rule of law, transparency,
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responsiveness, consensus orientation, equity, effectiveness and efficiency, accountability and strategic vision”\textsuperscript{194}. Good governance is easy to identify but hard to implement in some countries. It is especially important because it can determine the effectiveness of pubic spending. The effectiveness of health spending, for instance, on child mortality rates depends on adequate levels of governance: where governance is lacking, public health spending makes no impact\textsuperscript{195}. One study demonstrates that public spending as a percent of GDP for public health lowers the under-5 mortality rate more significantly in countries with good governance, and it has no impact in countries with poor governance\textsuperscript{196}. In some countries with poor governance, the positive impact of public spending on education is also reduced and public health expenditures can be lost entirely\textsuperscript{197}. Whereas there are some examples of low income countries, in sub-Saharan Africa, that saw the highest impact of public spending and they were on target to achieve their Millennium Development Goals\textsuperscript{198}. Hu and Mendoza (2013) find “the level of public social spending and the quality of governance matter for child health outcomes” but they are unsure how the two variables interact\textsuperscript{199}. In this case, Hu and Mendoza measure governance as
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the “control of corruption and the quality of bureaucracy”\textsuperscript{200}. An earlier study suggests that while medicine is effective, “the impact of public spending on health is much more complicated than the effectiveness of the services purchased”\textsuperscript{201}. One reason for the complication has to do with the efficiency of public sector spending and health service delivery, also described as the “chain from public spending to health status”\textsuperscript{202}. Delivery of effective care to mothers and their infants who need it the most is the real challenge\textsuperscript{203}. The effectiveness of government varies “across time, regions, and countries” and it appears to “vary with the level of economic development of each country”\textsuperscript{204}.

3. Economic Growth

The role of economic growth in development is almost axiomatic: “wealthier nations are healthier nations”\textsuperscript{205}. Economic growth improves lives but not always the infant mortality rate according to some researchers. One study shows that there is a “positive cross-country correlation between health and income” but that there is “no cross-country correlation between reductions in infant and child mortality and rates of economic growth”\textsuperscript{206}. Hanmer et al. (2003) show mortality in Africa decreased
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“despite falling income, indicating that mortality decline can take place independent of income growth.”\textsuperscript{207} Filmer et al. (1999) suggest that there is a large gap between public spending for improved health and the reality of health. They also find that “the differences across countries in infant and child mortality are well explained by economic and social factors”\textsuperscript{208} instead of just public spending. Public spending on health within a country has shown a little impact \textsuperscript{209}. For instance, one study finds that increases in health spending of “1 percentage point of GDP is associated with an increase of 0.6 percentage point in the under-5 child survival rate and a rise of 0.5 percentage point in annual \textit{per capita} GDP growth”\textsuperscript{210}. The level of economic development, or GDP is “an important factor underlying between-country differences in child health. This underscores its potential for improving levels of population health and agrees with ecological studies in developing countries”\textsuperscript{211}. Another study agrees that as per capita income increases, infant mortality improves\textsuperscript{212}. Other research supports the idea that public health spending reduces
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infant mortality through “a 1 percentage point increase in health care spending decreases infant and child mortality rates by about 3 per 1000 live births”\textsuperscript{213}.

So, studies vary widely in their conclusions regarding the role of democracy, governance and public spending, and economic growth in reducing IMR in developing countries. The literature does not say these three macro structural elements are impediments to improved IMR. No, on the contrary, these elements are frequently inseparable, and tangled in a dependent back and forth discussion of how development for most of the world’s population can be achieved. The prominence of these macro structural elements for development and the improvement in IMR cannot be diminished even if it cannot be positively associated. One just has to look at conditions in the absence of democracy, governance and public spending, and economic growth and the results on IMR are objectively clear—more infants are at risk or die, and development is stunted. Would it be fair to say then that some developing countries experience a macro-negative scenario (i.e., the absence of three cornerstone elements of development) where structural pessimism permeates the government? This leaves us to consider what happens in the real world where IMR improvements are made in developing countries regardless of structural pessimism. Are there micro-positive mechanisms at work pushing back against the oppressive, downward thrust of structural dysfunction?

Macro-negative (structural pessimism) vs. Micro-positive (agency optimism)

This study inquires how the IMR improves when democracy, good governance and public spending, and economic growth are unavailable in developing countries. For instance, democracy, good governance and public spending, and economic growth are often impossible to achieve with political instability and civil conflict that are often present in such developing country contexts. This begs the question of how strategic pockets of governance can be created when the “highest levels of neonatal mortality around the world are, for the most part, characterized by weak governance and chronic, intermittent political violence”\textsuperscript{214}.

For the most part, poor countries are characterized by substandard structural or national conditions that cause undesirable maternal and infant health outcomes. For example, if a country is involved in a civil war this condition might be considered macro-pessimistic or a “gloomy vision”\textsuperscript{215} because the big picture for the health of the country is not positive, on the contrary it is negative. The structure of the government, the quality of the bureaucracy and the strength of economic growth are also conditions that, if negative, can be considered macro-negative. Macro-negative represents scenarios at the national level that are considered incompatible with positive outcomes. A civil war raging in a country is antithetical to longevity. This example makes a point that national (or structural level) conditions can obviously jeopardize population health. Other ways to identify macro-pessimism is to call it
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structural determinism, i.e., the structure determines potential or capacity. Also known as structural constraint, i.e., the structure constrains outcomes or options\textsuperscript{216}. This situation can occur in developing as well as developed nations. When there is “macro-negative” information it frequently describes the “causes and consequences of policies, usually by employing aggregate data to show why policies do not work”\textsuperscript{217}. At the national or structural level if the economy, regime, or bureaucracy are not optimal it is probably a result of poor policy. For example it might be that democracy is faltering (or non-existent) due to questions of legitimacy, governance is poor due to corruption, and growth is faltering due to limited industrial capacity. However, the structure does not always determine the outcome for the individual. Macro-negative conditions are not fate because there is individual human agency that can circumvent or pivot around negative structural roadblocks. When the micro level (as opposed to the macro level) functions well it can be an affirmation of adept agency. Micro-positive (also referred to as agency optimism) occurs when something at the local or individual level functions well. Micro-positive conditions can take place even when macro conditions are poor. When there is “micro-positive” information it is typically “positive” because it reveals at local levels “what policies and programs do work under specified conditions”\textsuperscript{218, 219}.

\textsuperscript{218} Dunn, 12.
A term used to capture the contradiction of both macro-negative and micro-positive conditions at the same time is called the “macro-micro paradox”. The term “macro-micro paradox” was used initially to describe the benefit of international aid on developing countries at the micro level even without evidence necessarily of the same at the macro level\textsuperscript{220,221}. The paradox is that confidence is seen, felt, or measured at micro levels but macro measurement cannot capture the same optimism. For instance, the effectiveness of aid in Kenya was deceptive in one study (Mosley, 1986). The growth of the economy did not show any appreciable change due to donor funding but World Bank projects’ returns were “respectable”\textsuperscript{222}. Mosley concluded, “there is a sharp discrepancy between macro- and micro- level measures of the effectiveness of overseas aid...the pessimistic macro-results must be interpreted with extreme caution”\textsuperscript{223}.

The macro-micro paradox was subsequently explored in a study of agriculture and land management in Sub-Saharan Africa\textsuperscript{224}. Macro-level pessimism consists, in this instance, as regional food insecurity not expected to improve before 2030 and environmental degradation including water scarcity and land clearance\textsuperscript{225}. The
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aggregate data was measured by regional FAO statistics for projected fertilizer use, trends in crop yield, and UNEP reports. The aggregate data suggest gloom, pessimism, and/or constraint on the region. But, what can be said for the smaller case studies in SSA to the contrary? The smaller, positive cases demonstrating success “in crop, livestock and forest production, in environmental management, in empowerment and capacity building” are frequently lost in favor of “big” studies. An illustration comes from Niger where in 2005 international news reported widespread drought and hunger however what was not accentuated were farmers using sustainable techniques for over two decades and as a consequence there was significant “re-greening”. Many have attributed the “natural generation on their cultivated fields” to saving lives because they had trees to sell as “firewood” and “leaves were harvested, consumed or sold” during hard times. So, the macro-pessimism at the country level belied instances of micro-optimism. The SSA study finds that there is success at the micro-level described by Haggblade (2004) as “a significant, durable change in agriculture resulting in an increase in agriculturally derived aggregate income, together with reduced poverty and/or improved
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environmental quality.” The successes experienced in agriculture and land management in SSA (e.g., higher yielding crops, improved water tables, decreased rural to urban migration, rural poverty reduction etc.) present a micro positive scenario. Those same successes are often not observed at national and international levels for a myriad of reasons: 1) population growth outweighs the advances, 2) errors in data, 3) local surpluses are not captured by statistics, and 4) local produce is not in demand. This example demonstrates a macro-negative (structural pessimism) condition in SSA with a micro-positive (agency optimism) outcome.

If there are cases of countries where macro-structural conditions are poor, yet IMR is improving (and others where it is improving but not measured) it suggests the possibility of micro-positive factors that facilitate the provision of indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. The micro-positive outcomes could be the result of different policy tools creating conditions that enable indirect health, and social and policy mechanisms to alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality that ultimately improve local conditions.

This possibility can be illustrated by considering the three-ring model introduced earlier. However now we layer on two additional concentric circles beyond the
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indirect social and policy ring: an outer, exterior macro structural layer and an intervening strategic governance layer. The intervening strategic governance layer might act as a buffer between macro-structural pessimism and the micro indirect mechanisms that alleviate the physiological mechanisms of infant mortality, consistent with studies cited above.

**Figure 4: Potential determinants of IMR model**
Research Question

What explains declines in IMR where economic growth, governance, and democratic accountability are weak? In particular, what “strategic governance” practices, if any, can be identified as contributing to the IMR decline in such cases?
Chapter 3: Research Design and Case Selection

Research Paradigm

Now that we have thought about existing literature and theories relating to IMR improvement we face the question of how to develop a valid research design to study the IMR reduction in crisis conditions. Generally speaking, an inductive or deductive approach is taken in order to answer a research question. Inductive research begins with an observation to which additional observations are added, building from the bottom up. The collected observations can reveal patterns. Repetitive patterns within the observations can suggest a hypothesis. A hypothesis, routinely observed can suggest a theory or social regularity\textsuperscript{234}. Deductive research (also referred to as a hypothesis-testing approach) starts in the opposite direction of inductive research. The deductive approach to theory building begins with an idea or theory (at the top) and then works downwards checking to see if observations support the theory\textsuperscript{235}.

One way to study improvements in IMR inductively would be to look for patterns in large quantitative data sets. A traditional quantitative, or empirical analysis of IMR might lead one to conclude that macro level influencers such as stability or form of government would directly improve IMR. A recent article on poverty in Mozambique suggests two different inductive (quantitative and qualitative) styles

\textsuperscript{235} Nishishiba, 20–21.
as a way to approach research but they are best "leveraged" on their own merit rather than combined because each delivers a different answer. The social ontology of reality (i.e., what there is), coupled with epistemology (how we come to know it) helps shape our understanding of the world. How ontology and epistemology are combined in a research plan shape reality at a particular nexus; “different disciplines do not simply see the same thing (i.e., poverty) from different angles; rather, they see quite different things, and that the forms of knowledge they generate are distinct." For instance, understanding can be based on an emic (within a social group) or etic (from outside) experience so the specific type of information included shapes the answer. It would be wrong to throw one measure out in favor of the other because different disciplines (like political science, public affairs and the physical sciences) each reveal different information. The approach this paper takes is to explore how the micro level qualitative practices can and do counteract the presumed impacts of macro level policies through analytic narratives.

Research into the causes of infant mortality rate declines can likewise proceed from an inductive or deductive direction. Reflecting the practical orientation of the subject, much research has taken the inductive approach, either using large-scale quantitative datasets or carefully observed patterns at the individual or group level.
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A deductive approach, by contrast, would dedicate greater efforts to the formulation of conceptual categories and to the stipulation of logical conditions along with their \textit{ceteris paribus} requirements for the reduction in infant mortality rates. This would then be coupled with the testing of those propositions and the discovery of additional \textit{ceteris paribus} conditions leading to either a rejection, acceptance, or restatement of the initial theory.

What is the essential ontology (nature of social reality) of infant mortality? It involves both a physical reality (often discovered through deductive approaches), as well as a social and cultural one (often discovered through inductive approaches). Therefore, the research paradigm adopted here will be one that borrows from both approaches. In the first instance, large-scale quantitative data will be used to sort a large number of country case studies. The purpose is to apply the law-like generalizations about macro-structural causes of IMR to identify cases that appear to violate, or be inconsistent, with those law-like generalizations. Having used deductive and quantitative approaches for sorting, the research then moves to a selection of those cases for inductive and qualitative analysis. The specific technique adopted for those case studies will be the analytic narrative.

Case Studies

To begin, a Large N is used as the sorting mechanism, and then within those cases we sort again for the small N. The small N design uses an inductive analytic narrative with both temporal and functional theories. Therefore, this research design uses multiple methods. Small-n study is selected using the “Most Different
Systems” Design (MDSD). The MDSD looks at different cases with similar outcomes, to eliminate “factors differentiating social systems by formulating statements that are valid regardless of the systems within which observations are made”.

A structured comparative (multiple) case study is then used with embedded multiple units of analysis to investigate the case countries. A case study can help illuminate decisions as well as institutions and actors that are instrumental in creating better outcomes within case countries. Multiple case studies also offer opportunities for replication which have the ability to “predict similar results or to predict contrasting results but for predictable reasons”; thereby strengthening “support for an “initial set of propositions” and making a “compelling...overall study”.

Using an inductive, analytic narratives approach, within a process-tracing framework the objective is to “reconstruct the meaning or significance of social arrangements and practices” to lend an interpretation of how certain
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conditions are achieved. The process tracing helps identify micro-foundations versus mechanisms that spur IMR improvement. A comparative case study looks at two or more cases where “specific phenomena” are examined to find similarities, differences and/or patterns throughout all of the cases, which in turn can help develop a theory. The comparative (multiple) case study aims for “thick description” with the goal of focusing on a few variables for deeper analysis that can contribute to theory building but not so thick as to make comparisons useless due to cultural contexts.

Analytic narrative

The analytic narrative approach to case study often looks at interactions between politics, economics and the role of institutions. The case studies will be narrative (paying “close attention to stories, accounts, and context”), and analytic by “extract[ing] explicit and formal lines of reasoning”, i.e. it is a case study with “an underlying model that motivates analysis and frames the empirical materials”. Using documents, archives and secondary literature to identify “actors’ preferences, their perceptions, their evaluation of alternatives, the information they possess, the
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expectations they form, the strategies they adopt, and the constraints that limit their actions”\textsuperscript{256} in order to “piece together the story that accounts for the outcome of interest: \textsuperscript{257} decreased infant mortality rates in countries with poor quality governance. A narrative is first formed for each of the select case countries, then “modeling the processes that produce the outcomes”\textsuperscript{258} begins using studies demonstrated to improve infant mortality in developing countries to describe or explain what has occurred in that particular instance.

Select surveys can provide consistency or an “iterative analysis”\textsuperscript{259} cross-nationally while a “post hoc”\textsuperscript{260} comparison of the survey questions responses can potentially reveal how some countries with poor governance are able to decrease the IMR beyond the average decrease. Looking “holistically at how a particular action fits into a vast network of beliefs and practices”\textsuperscript{261} in the comparative case studies can illuminate understanding of how such counter intuitive conditions resulted. While not conclusive, an interpretive, inductive approach is an attempt to explain the paradox of decreasing IMRs in countries with poor governance (which is contrary to much literature).

The comparative case study is also useful to study change over time that might lend additional description. A drawback of the comparative case study is that it is not “a
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truly experiment research design, with a randomized treatment”262 rather it is selective with a potentially arbitrary set of criteria, i.e., the voice and accountability indicator is a proxy for democracy and the government effectiveness indicator is a proxy for governance. While not empirical, or universal, the comparative case study does provide an opportunity to interpret a unique set of conditions to potentially help understand how the IMR decreased at a greater rate in some developing countries than others.

Case selection

This study looks for purposive cases where there is both a crisis of democracy and governance (as measured by a Worldwide Governance Indicators from the World Bank) as well as slow economic growth, and a better than average decline in IMR. The case selection uses an XY scatterplot to identify countries that over perform the average decrease in the IMR for 106 developing countries and underperform in democracy and governance based on the average of two governance indicators. By selecting cases with poor governance and improved infant mortality rates, the countries can be examined through comparative case study to identify conditions that might describe the provision for improvement. Therefore, the case selection process is looking for countries that “over performed” (i.e., above average decrease in IMR) in reducing their IMR despite poor governance as well as low economic
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growth. This intentional "selection on the dependent and independent variables" can then be used to generate hypotheses.

Democracy and governance are measured using the voice and accountability, and the government effectiveness indicators from the Worldwide Governance Indicators of the World Bank to rank 106 developing countries. The voice and accountability indicator measures how democratic a country is while the government effectiveness indicators measure level of governance. The simple average of these two scores is plotted on the X-axis for each country from data points (ten from each of the two indicators) from 1996 to 2014, in two year intervals: 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014. The data is taken in two year intervals because the data was sporadic in initial reporting by the World Bank, i.e., reporting initially in 1996, 1998, and 2000, then every subsequent year there after. The indicators have a score range from -2.50 to 2.50. For this study, the scoring range is broken up into three categories: crisis, moderate, and stable. Countries in the crisis category have an average score from -2.5 to -0.85. Countries in the moderate category have an average score from -0.84 to .83, and countries in the stable category have an average score from .84 to 2.5.

Next, the IMR is plotted on the Y-axis. It is calculated with data from 1996 to 2014, by taking the log of the percent difference between 2014 and 1996. The average logarithmic transformation of the percent change in the IMR in the developing
country dataset from 1996 to 2014 is 1.66\textsuperscript{263}. For case selection, a country must have a score over the average 1.66 IMR and a score below -0.84 for the governance indicator. See Appendix A.

Fifteen countries from the dataset of developing countries (see appendix for all countries in the dataset) fit into this category of poor governance measures and above average decrease in the IMR: Azerbaijan, Belarus, Cambodia, Republic of the Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Guinea, Iran, Korea (Democratic People’s Republic of), Liberia, Libya, Rwanda, Syrian Arab Republic, Tajikistan, and Yemen. These fifteen countries are possible cases to investigate.

**Variable 1 (x axis):** The average of two Worldwide Governance Indicators: Voice and Accountability, and Government Effectiveness indicators from 1996 to 2014 in two-year increments.

**Variable 2 (y axis):** Decrease in the IMR from 1996 to 2014.

See Appendix A

\textsuperscript{263} Author’s calculation from World Bank data.
Figure 5: 106 developing countries as measured by average governance scores and the log of the percent decrease in IMR rates.

The fifteen countries highlighted in the upper left quadrant in figure 5 (i.e., Azerbaijan, Belarus, Cambodia, Republic of the Congo, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Guinea, Iran, Korea Democratic People’s Republic, Liberia, Libya, Rwanda, Syria, Tajikistan, and
Yemen) represent countries that have above average improvement in the infant mortality rate and have CRISIS category governance scores. These potential case study countries have IMR with more than average decreases of 48%.

From the fifteen countries an additional measure is considered: average GDP growth (annual percentage). The average GDP growth from 1996 to 2014 is 4.77% for 106 countries in the study dataset. Azerbaijan, Belarus, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Liberia, Rwanda, Syria, Tajikistan all had economic growth greater than 4.77% from 1996 to 2014 so they will be excluded from the case country selection dataset. They are excluded because the better than average economic growth might impact the IMR. The countries have economies that grew too fast during the study time frame and the stronger than average growth is not consistent with the crisis countries this study is selecting for. Korea, Democratic People’s Republic, and Ethiopia are excluded as well due to lack of information for the specified time frame. The revised dataset includes: Republic of the Congo, Eritrea, Guinea, Iran, Libya, Syria and Yemen.

This research focuses on two countries Republic of the Congo (ROC) and Republic of Yemen (ROY) selected by employing the “Most Different Systems” Design from a revised dataset. ROC and ROY have different geographies, religions, histories (one colonial, the other partly so), and culture. The task is to identify if there are
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intentional mechanisms within the two case study countries that facilitate a greater than average decrease in IMR while governance is still poor and economic growth is underwhelming.

Looking at the two case study countries using longitudinal data, intentional mechanisms of strategic governance might be revealed. They will most likely be context specific, but there may be overlap between successful strategies used to improve the IMR.

![Index: Yemen & Congo 1996-2014](image)

**Figure 6: IMR decline in ROC and ROY from 1996 to 2014**

To begin, data collected from existing data sets for the Republic of the Congo and Yemen is compared to discover what indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological factors of infant mortality changed over time as a starting point to explore how the IMR in each country changed. Initial longitudinal data
comes from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) from USAID, the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) from UNICEF, and UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) for each country that is compared longitudinally. The available country datasets do not necessarily align in time for the two selected countries but they are constrained within 1996-2014 frame of the overall study. In Congo, Rep. data from the first available DHS for that country in 2005 and it is compared with data from the 2011-2012 DHS; whereas Yemen DHS data comes from both 1997 and 2013. Some indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality improvement are revealed through data presented in the Demographic Health Surveys and they might reveal governance practices that impact the greater than average change in the IMR: age at first birth, age of mother at birth for infant mortality, birth intervals, IMR based on mother’s age at birth, source of antenatal care (ANC), number of ANC visits, mother’s level of education and resulting IMR, knowledge of HIV prevention, knowledge of oral rehydration salts (ORS), vaccinated before age 12 months, postnatal exams for women who gave birth by days, postnatal exams for women who did not give birth in a health facility by days, household characteristics, household possessions, women exposed to media, percent of women who have heard a family planning message in radio, TV, journal /magazine, or poster/flyer.
Data sources

The DHS Program began in 1984 and currently works in 93 of countries. DHS has conducted over 70 nationally representative surveys in more than 50 countries.\textsuperscript{267} The DHS surveys are “nationally-representative household surveys [both a household schedule and an individual questionnaire are used] that provide data for a wide range of monitoring and impact evaluation indicators in the areas of population, health and nutrition.”\textsuperscript{268} The DHS typically includes large samples between 5,000 and 30,000 households and they are conducted over time, often in 3 to 5-year increments to demonstrate change within countries.\textsuperscript{269} The household schedule provides basic demographic information about family members and is used to identify woman who are of reproductive age. The women identified in their reproductive years are then given an individual survey to ask questions about the health of their children, reproductive history, knowledge of contraception and its use, and preferences for fertility. Standardization of surveys is assisted through the use of “model questionnaires, manuals, field procedures, and through the technical support provided by DHS staff.”\textsuperscript{270} The DHS sample should, typically, cover 100
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percent of a country’s population except in extreme circumstances of war, or in cases where the population is too widely distributed\textsuperscript{271}.

Research Strategy

The research will thus proceed in the following fashion: first, the country background of each case country will be highlighted to include pre-colonial, colonial, Cold War, and post-Cold War histories to provide an overall context for the case study of IMR improvement. Next, the macro-structural weaknesses (democracy, governance, and economic growth) will be described to reveal the broadly speaking, negative conditions in during which infant morality improved. The following section details the decline in IMR, after which the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality are explored in relation to the chronology of care for women. Comparable questions from longitudinal Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) data from each country will be utilized to identify chronology of care IMR improvements. Discussed next is the case study process tracing and analytic narrative development that considers institutional drivers that impact the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality. Finally, an initial statement of strategic governance findings for is made for each case country.

Chapter 4: Republic of Congo

This research will thus proceed in the following fashion: a) country background of pre-colonial, colonial, Cold War and post-Cold War history, especially as relevant to

\begin{footnote}{Macro International Incorporated, 1.}
IMR; b) description of macro-structural weaknesses of democracy, governance, and economic growth; c) a description of IMR decline is described using surveys from two different time periods; d) description of indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality; e) case study analytic narrative development and analyzing the narrative; f) initial statement of “strategic governance”.

a. Country background

*Pre-colonial*

Long before the slave trade, the colonists, and the dictators, the region of current day Congo was characterized by “equality, individual autonomy, and social commitment to the welfare of others”²⁷². Pygmies who were then gradually replaced by the Bantus originally populated this western equatorial Africa region. The Bantu tribes were organized into roughly three states when explorers arrived in the

fifteenth century: north of the Congo River was the Kingdom of Loango (part of current day Gabon and ROC); Congo or Makongo, stretching south to the Benguela River (in the middle of current day Angola); and Anzil, inland around the Niari River (whose headwaters begin around Brazzaville)²⁷³. From ancient times until the emergence of the kingdoms, the social organization of people was primarily established around a “big man” who headed a household constituted by ten to forty

people that over time, organized into villages, chiefdoms, principalities, and finally kingdoms. The rulers were the ultimate authority and society was marked by different classes, with elites responsible for the emergence of “indigenous slavery” in the area. Women and indigenous groups were considered inferior and marginalization continues to this day. Portuguese explorers were the first Europeans of record to discover the West African coast in the late fifteenth century. Lopez Gonsalvez and Fernando Vaz, under the rule of King Alfonso V, found and named both an island and a cape after themselves (Cape Lopez, and Fernan Vaz) on the coast of Gabon. Another Portuguese explorer, Diego Cam, went further south and “discovered” the mouth of the Congo River in 1484. Cam named the river Zaire and generally claimed the Portuguese had arrived by “inscribing the royal arms of Portugal on the cliffs”. Not long after, Portuguese missions worked in West Africa, and by the mid-sixteenth century the Dutch, British and French started trading powder, weapons, tobacco, spirits, beads, silk and woven items for gold-dust, ivory, palm-products and
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ground-nuts in the region as well\textsuperscript{283}. Slaves were the major export by 1517 but of a different sort than previously known and owned by people within the kingdoms\textsuperscript{284}. The slave trade was abolished in England in 1807, in France in 1819, and in Portugal in 1836 but by 1840 approximately 150,000 slaves were still exported annually. By the middle of the nineteenth century the export of slaves from the west coast of Africa subsided\textsuperscript{285}. In the seventeenth century France and England awarded large companies exclusive trade monopolies in the region but by 1769 the entire coast in the region was available to all\textsuperscript{286}. French exploration of the coast and inland waterways continued under various private and official agreements for another century\textsuperscript{287}.

\textit{Colonial}

The colonial period is characterized by two timeframes: a concessionary region between 1880 and 1930, and an administrative and resistance headquarters from 1930 to 1960\textsuperscript{288}. In 1880, Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza of France negotiated a treaty with the king of the Makongo (one of the three kingdoms) for “protectorate rights in the local territory”\textsuperscript{289}. Thus began the French concessionary companies, and their domination of trade in the “French Congo” until 1930. This area of French control
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was subsequently carved out into four distinct colonies, administratively know as French Equatorial Africa: Moyen-Congo (later Republic of Congo), Oubangui-Chari (later the Central African Republic), Gabon, and Chad\textsuperscript{290}. The concessions extracted wood, rubber, ivory and other resources at the expense of laborers who suffered in the French quest for more and more export material. The Congo Free State (later to become the Democratic Republic of Congo), a separate area south of the Congo River, was recognized in 1884. Prince Bismark presided over the Berlin Act of 1885 to minimize tensions between the French and Belgians as well as to outline conditions for trade and commerce in the Congo Free State\textsuperscript{291}. The French and Belgians committed many atrocities alike in the pursuit of resource extraction and infrastructure projects like railways\textsuperscript{292}. Revolts against colonial rule were frequent but subdued until the end of the concessionary system in 1930. The Congo then “became a ‘normal’ colony” and the Congolese had rights to communicate with authorities\textsuperscript{293}. The second phase of the colonial period began in earnest around 1940 with the Nazi occupation of France. Brazzaville was the administrative hub of French Equatorial Africa at the time and it became the resistance headquarters of Free France.
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Cold War

After World War II, France slowly increased rights to its colonies and by 1960 Congo was independent\(^{294}\). During this second wave of colonial domain, Congolese resistance became more activist and political. An important figure during the resistance was André’ Matsoua as he argued for increased rights until his death in a labor camp. He rekindled the “big man” persona in Congo\(^{295}\). Abbé Fulbert Youlou, became the Congo’s first president in 1956 and as such became a successor of sorts to Matsoua’s legacy of spirited resistance\(^{296}\). Regional and “personalistic” politics, as well as regional alliances marked the late colonial period\(^{297}\). In 1958 the Congolese voted to become an autonomous state in the French Community, and shortly thereafter, Youlou became the prime minister. The new prime minister did not go undisputed however, and fighting occurred between different factions as Youlou decided to move the government seat to Brazzaville from Point Noire. In 1959, Youlou was elected president of the new republic and in the following years he established practices like arresting his rivals, then rehabilitating them by offering them government jobs, then removing them due to corruption that would persist throughout the Cold War era\(^{298}\).

Congo continues in the tradition of Youlou’s example with an emphasis on the patron-client relationship, ethno regional politics, the militarization of politics, and
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an enduring “psychological” dependence on its former colonizer. Youlou was forced to resign after three days of massive protests against the failing economy. From 1963-1990, additional political and cultural attributes surfaced: monopartyism, and a young entitled class committed to securing a different future. In the post-Youlou government, Alphonse Massamba- Dèbat was the young new prime minister, soon to be president (ruling for five years) and Lissouba would become his prime minister. Massamba’s popularity eroded over his time in office due to his unwillingness to satisfy the more radical groups, i.e., the Marxists and conservatives as he forged a socialist strategy and he resigned in 1968. He was replaced by August Poignet, then in short order by the twenty-nine year old Captain Marien Ngouabi. Ngouabi established a party based loosely on the Soviet Union’s communist party and changed the country’s name to the People’s Republic of the Congo. The Marxist influence over time was not significant even though the state was committed to controlling the economy; ultimately it was “a perpetuation of existing patterns of authoritarianism in a new guise”. Following in Ngouabi’s steps after his assassination were Joachim Yhombi-Opango (1977-1979) and Denis Sassou-Nguesso (1979-1991) who also ran a halfhearted Soviet fashioned government but it was all a ruse to obscure the military dictatorship. Sassou-Nguesso “was (and remains) a warlord politician”. He ruled until 1991 when
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there was conference that forced him to acknowledge a changing political landscape (mounting economic challenges in Congo, the end of the Cold War, the collapse of communism in the Eastern Bloc countries and a workers strike) that allowed democratic aspects\textsuperscript{303}. The conference (presided over by Monsignor Ernest Kombo) allowed for the expression of democratic ideals during which time the single-party era, its institutions, and old political norms were weakened such that the constitutional reform and new elections could be organized. The conference was a start but not necessarily a break from the past\textsuperscript{304}.

*Post-Cold War*

Sassou’s reign ended in 1992 when a temporary government was established to manage the transition to a new constitution at which time Pascal Lissouba was elected president. This transition was not without criticism, cheating was alleged, coups were thwarted, the army was curbed and that was just the beginning of the democratic experiment\textsuperscript{305}. Former President Sassou and another competitor Bernard Kolèlas challenged the delicate and fledgling democracy. Kolèlas came in second in the second round of elections in 1992 and as such should have been name the prime minister but Lissouba decided to dissolve the Assembly instead and hold another election in the following year, thwarting Kolèlas. The presidential guard
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fired upon demonstrators opposed to Lissouba’s actions, three were killed\textsuperscript{306}. In 1993, during another legislative election, Lissouba’s coalition won but his opponents cried foul and shortly thereafter a militia group (the “Ninjas”) loyal to Kolèlas purged some neighborhoods of Lissouba supporters, just as Lissouba’s militia purged areas with Kolèlas supporters. Mediation by international political figures intervened and came to conclusion in the Libreville Accords on August 4, 1993.\textsuperscript{307} Additional elections ensued and Lissouba’s party gained the majority of seats in the Assembly. Renewed violence in opposition spread between November 1993 and January 1994 and ethnic cleansing occurred “aimed at the representatives of rival ethno-regional constituencies”\textsuperscript{308}. All the while, former President Sassou and his militia “Cobra” waited out most of the violence. By the end of January 1994 a relative peace was negotiated between Lissouba and Kolèlas, and again in January 1995 whereby Kolèlas and his party garnered some cabinet positions. From this time until early 1997 there was less violence until the next election when the “democratic experiment” was shattered\textsuperscript{309}.

During the re-election campaign in 1997 violence broke out in the northern area of Cuvette between Sassou and Joachim Yhombi-Opango supporters where several people were killed before mediators were able to negotiate peace. The peace accord was broken less than a month later when Lissouba’s forces went to Sassou’s
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residence. Sassou and his Cobra fighters anticipated this move and were armed for the encounter; four months of civil war ensued. Kolèlas was neutral for a while but eventually he sided with Lissouba. Angola interrupted the standoff by sending thousands of troops in support of Sassou who was then able to take over essential areas by October, ensuring his success and control of the government\textsuperscript{310}. The multiparty democratic experiment ended in 1997 with about ten thousand civilian casualties, hundreds of thousands people displaced from their homes, tens of thousands of homes destroyed, and about thirty thousand people seeking refuge in the Democratic Republic of Congo\textsuperscript{311}. Sassou decided to consolidate his power rather than engage in legitimizing multiparty elections suggesting he might not have confidence he could win an election. He chose to assert himself and dominate over the population through fear but not first without another (and more deadly) civil war\textsuperscript{312}. There have since been other civil wars: between December 1998 and November 1999, and again for about a year in 2002 over contested elections\textsuperscript{313}. Presidential elections were also held in 2007\textsuperscript{314}, 2009, 2016 - Sassou won each election.
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b. Description of macro-structural weakness

1. Democracy

One of the macro-structural weaknesses of ROC is that democracy has not been consolidated even though it had been a hope. The Republic of Congo is not considered a democracy because there has never been turnover of duly elected parties to another party\textsuperscript{315} even though there is a semi-presidential institutional form of government\textsuperscript{316}. Congo sustained a decade of armed conflict from 1993 to 2003\textsuperscript{317} between militia fighting and outright civil war in 1997 in a battle to maintain the “multiparty experiment” started in the early 90s\textsuperscript{318}. In 2002, a new constitution was created which fixed a seven-year presidential term limit and a bicameral national parliament. Irregularities in the 2002 and 2007 elections caused many to believe they were not legitimate\textsuperscript{319}. In 2009 Sassou was elected for a seven-year term. By 2015 another constitutional amendment by referendum established a five-year presidential term limit (down from seven years), and the ability to serve three terms instead of two was fixed. In 2016 Sassou was elected for his third term- this time for five years. The fact that the third term was created through “constitutional channels” demonstrates an awareness of global shifts in
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acceptance of power consolidation. He is currently the president of Congo.

Elections are “democratic” as there are multiparty candidates but the candidates do not have a real chance of winning. It might be considered “choice without choice” in this authoritarian regime. USAID gives ROC a liberal democracy score of .11 on a 0 to 1 scale. As of 2019, Freedom House concludes Congo is politically “not free” as its aggregate freedom score is 21 out of 100 (0= least free) with political rights 7 out of 7, and civil liberties 5 out of 7 (7= least free).

2. Governance

The macro-structural constraint of poor governance in ROC undermines many natural opportunities for the country to succeed. With a combined governance score of -1.19 on a scale of -2.5 to 2.5 from 1996 to 2014, (from the average of the voice and accountability score and the government effectiveness score from the worldwide governance indicators), ROC ranks near the bottom of countries worldwide. A comparative discussion (Magnusson and Clark, 2005) of Benin and Congo’s divergent paths after inaugurating fledgling democracies in the early 1990s

reveals that self-serving leadership undermined institutions and exacerbated negative economic conditions and reckless IMR policies\textsuperscript{325}. Corruption enriched the governing class particularly given the availability of natural resources. Although only a “modest producer” of oil it might be fair to say that the transition from autocracy to democracy was hindered by the corrupting power of easily accessible oil production\textsuperscript{326}. Allegations of graft by the President’s family from state oil contributed to the 159\textsuperscript{th} rank out of 180 countries in Transparency International’s 2008 Corruption Perception Index\textsuperscript{327}. Congo is one of the major oil producers in sub-Saharan Africa but unfortunately that does not translate to improved governance, rather it seems to detract from good governance. In fact a comparison study of data in Congo from 2004 and 2008 in Congo indicates that corruption worsened over the intervening years in this petro-state\textsuperscript{328}. Oil revenue is observed to be a “personal cash cow” for the president and select friends, diverting over a billion dollars from Congo’s budget\textsuperscript{329}. USAID gives ROC a government effectiveness score of .27 on a scale of 0 to 1\textsuperscript{330}. Unfortunately, even though ROC is an oil rich country the wealth of the nation does not normally translate to services for its citizens. It appears precisely because ROC
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has natural oil resources it experiences short falls in social expenditure and public investment, due to corruption. Capital flight often caused by corruption is one enduring reason for expenditure shortages in Congo: first through colonial extraction of natural resources via forced labor, and then again more recently through oil revenue theft. Oil makes up 58 percent of the GDP and 78 percent of its exports. As a result the economy is very susceptible to oil shocks\textsuperscript{331} as well capital diversion. Capital flight reduces funds available for public spending and it undermines the country’s tax base because there is less investment available for development. The availability of natural resources notoriously impairs judgment- it is sometimes called the “resource curse”. It can motivate corrupt behavior and influence investment options that do not serve the public good, as well as further entrenching and slowing debt repayment programs due to loss of resources. Money spent servicing debt means that less money is available for public spending which results in higher IMR\textsuperscript{332}. Moulemvo (2014) found capital flight in ROC occurs through foreign trade “mis invoicing”, tax fraud, corruption, and debt. “Mis invoicing”, (typically of oil exports) represented approximately US$3,848 million in 2012 alone, and is facilitated by the difficulty in forecasting production and revenue by the Ministry of Finance and the Budget, and the Oil Ministry. Sophisticated tax fraud occurs through multinational companies, producers in the oil sector, and the Congo


National Oil Company. Capital also leaves Congo through unlawful gains and transfers. Congo has also received debt assistance from international lenders but that money was “siphoned out of the country by the ruling elite” particularly in the 1980s which also exacerbated capital flight\(^{333}\).

With low transparency and accountability, development is not necessarily made a priority. Poor governance has ultimately led to low social spending, particularly compared to other countries in the region. For instance, in 2012, Congo spent 2.3 percent of GDP on public health spending, compared to Senegal at 5 percent, and Lesotho at 9.1 percent\(^{334}\). The condition of governance undermines investment in education and health as the nation’s resources are siphoned off for illegal gain\(^{335}\).

3. Economic Growth

Finally, the economy is another component of macro-structural weakness in ROC. Underperforming at 4% economic growth from 1996 to 2014 compared to 4.77% economic growth for 106 other countries during the same time, ROC has not kept pace. In the mid 1990s, the economy contracted annually and the civil war in 1997 also disrupted growth\(^{336}\). Growth performance was hindered by low years in oil production, weak fiscal planning, labor shortages due to expulsion of over 200,000 undocumented workers (which lead to a reduction in domestic demand), inability of
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the treasury to pay invoices in timely manner, cash flow problems due to reduced revenues, and deteriorating quality of government financial data that prevents informed decision making. Stifling economic growth since the 1980’s was the “hangover of massive state investments, the creation of dozens of state enterprises, and a civil service payroll in excess of state liquidity” in addition to Congo’s completely corrupt and bankrupt financial structure. Oil wealth from natural resources provided employment and built up the middle class in the 1970s and 1980s; however it was the state, rather than the private sector, which was responsible for paying the wages of the middle class solidifying allegiance to the status quo. An underachieving economy, curbed by poor governance, contributes to an underwhelming business environment score of .27 on a scale of 0 to 1 from USAID. 
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in 2014\textsuperscript{341}. For comparison, neighboring Central African Republic had an IMR of
115.4 in 1996 and 93.5 in 2014.

Given the IMR improvement in the context of ROC dysfunction, perhaps IMR is not
the measure or proxy of development that we thought it was. Maybe IMR is a better
measure of enclave development, say in health care, than for overall development
indicator of a country. Enclave development is a process of a specific sector or
region of a country improving, perhaps beyond other sectors or geographic areas,
due to specific interventions (frequently from external partners who control quality
and processes). Endogenisation, on the other hand, is an incremental institutional
process in country whereby established standards are met through continued
improvement, often through engagement with external partners\textsuperscript{342}. Enclave
development encouraged by international elite partners is the flip side of
development endogenisation encouraged through improved vertical and horizontal
governance channels from within a country. Both enclave and endogenous
development are useful and they need not occur at the same time. Enclave
development has detractors because of its perceived exclusivity and elements of
control. Enclave development can both help and hinder development in countries. A
few examples illustrate the positive and negative aspects of enclave development. In
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Ethiopia for example, sector development came from an enclave of a cut flower industry, encouraged through Dutch foreign investors and development partnership, that flourished due to a value chain of “production, trading, and institutional sector development”343 which allows the Netherlands to essentially control the entire silo of the cut flower industry. The development of an enclave has likewise had an effect, albeit slow, on the endogenisation of improved governance at the local level in Ethiopia through linkages with elite partnerships that help to institutionalize international norms344. The positive is that the Dutch provided structure and created a market for Ethiopian cut flowers, and national institutional processes improved. A disadvantage is that the Dutch control that specific sector silo in Ethiopia. Another example, this time from Zimbabwe demonstrates improvement in IMR came from endogenous health sector focus as seen over a period from 1982 to 1988. After independence, the Ministry of Health in Zimbabwe made the strategic decision to focus on primary care to deliver improved public health services, particularly to those previously underserved. Funding was decentralized to local sources to ensure more robust community based care. As a result, IMR dropped from 90 per 1000 in 1980 to 53 per 1000 in 1988345. The public health sector was a particular focus of the government for a time and with it came
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exceptional health outcomes in IMR. Public health spending increased from 2.2 percent to 3.0 percent over the 1980s, there was an increased emphasis on preventative and rural care, more infrastructure and more trained health workers\textsuperscript{346}. An unintended consequence of the health sector focus was that there was not enough “institutional and political capacity” or money on the horizon to move the agenda forward to ensure all populations continued to receive comprehensive care\textsuperscript{347}. That is when, in the early 1990s, gains in health care started to tumble, as well as health indicators: in 1991 the early neonatal mortality rate shot up from 14.4 percent to 19.6 percent in 1996\textsuperscript{348}. Interestingly, the endogenisation of the health care sector early on in the independence of Zimbabwe did not exclude allowing mission hospitals (the largest provider of private not-for-profit health care facilities in country). It was these same mission hospitals, primarily in rural areas, that covered for public health when it declined significantly by 1996. Funding from private donors was redirected from the failing public health system to the mission health care facilities that continued to thrive even though the public health system was in decline\textsuperscript{349}. The enclave development of the health care sector provided a lifeline to many, a definite success but also it served as a diversion of funds that had previously supported an ambitious public health program that crumbled under its
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own weight. Much like the examples in Ethiopia and Zimbabwe, with funding, international partnerships, and decentralization, it is not unlikely that the health sector and thus health outcomes improved, even in crisis conditions in ROC.

In less than two decades the Republic of Congo more than halved the IMR under crisis conditions. This case of the Republic of Congo explores longitudinal data primarily from the Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) from 2005\textsuperscript{350} and 2011-2012\textsuperscript{351}, with some data points from the Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) from 2014-2015\textsuperscript{352}. See Appendix B

The longitudinal data collected from the Demographic Health Surveys is organized here into four stages representing the chronology of care for women of childbearing age: preconception, antenatal care, delivery and postnatal care. The Demographic Health Surveys do not organize their data as such but it is useful categorize the information into four categories to try to identify where significant improvements were made. Using DHS and MICS data, research articles and reports help build a story of a country in transition to improved health outcomes for infants. This case study explores how the IMR in the Republic of Congo improved at the micro level and what conditions favored or buffered the chaos from the macro level. Essentially,

conditions existed at the community level that facilitated the implementation of indirect mechanisms that alleviated the proximate factors of infant mortality to save lives while keeping overarching national conditions at arms length. See Appendix C.

d. Description of indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality

Between the first Demographic Health Survey in Congo (DHS) in 2005 and the second DHS in 2011-2012 a number of indirect mechanisms (both health, and social and policy mechanisms) alleviated the proximate causes of infant mortality were improved as demonstrated through the chronology of care for women of childbearing age, i.e., preconception, antenatal care, delivery, and postnatal care. The comparable data reveal changes over time and provides clues as to how the IMR improved substantially even in crisis conditions. Many of the improvements in health care appear modest and they occur unevenly, while other changes appear more robust in the chronology of care to impact IMR.

1. Preconception

Against the backdrop of crisis in ROC, this research finds that there was little improvement in care in this preconception phase between the two surveys based on compiled responses. In the preconception phase, the change over time between the two surveys show that family planning messages heard through media were down significantly, even though broadly speaking readership and TV viewing was up. Birth intervals, an important aspect of healthy pregnancy remained relatively
unchanged, as did the age of first birth. Contraception knowledge was slightly improved although it was already fairly universal.

Family planning messages shared through media like television and radio (especially in societies with emphasis on oral tradition) can be an important way to communicate health information however media used as a venue for sharing family planning information was under utilized. As literacy rates held steady in ROC at 79.3% between 2006 and 2016\(^\text{353}\), the low literacy rate suggests that family planning messaging via television and radio could be useful to reach target populations. Family planning messages heard through media (radio, TV, journals, and magazines) all decreased although women exposed to media who read
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**Figure 7: Decrease in family planning messages through different media over time**

Another surprising find is that birth intervals were relatively unchanged over the span of the two DHS reports. The surveys cover only six years but other areas of the surveys demonstrate remarkable improvement (as seen in later phases of the chronology of care) during the same period. The percentage of women who had birth intervals between 7 months and 17 months (a very compromising interval as the medical community recommends at least a 24 months) was largely unchanged at 5%.

Overall, most women in the Republic of Congo had knowledge of some type of contraception, and it improved slightly over time. In 2005, 97.5% of women had knowledge of any type of contraception compared to 2011-2012 when slightly more women did at 98.6%. Knowledge of modern and traditional contraceptive methods increased. However, the almost universal knowledge of contraception is contrasted by the actual contraceptive prevalence rate of 30.1% as of 2014.\textsuperscript{354}

The surveys reveal that women in ROC did not wait longer for their first pregnancy. The age of first birth remained essentially unchanged between the two DHS reports: at around 19 years of age. The data suggests that education to shape attitudes and preferences about birth intervals and the age of first pregnancy were unaffected by efforts to change. Education about family planning might not be received well or trusted. Given that there is almost universal knowledge of contraception (which implies that there was education of some sort), the fact that the age of first birth

persists below the recommended age suggests that the message or manner of message did not resonate with the intended audience. Women may have preferred to wait longer for their first pregnancy but family or cultural considerations might take priority. Education to shape health outcomes and behavior might have a longer horizon than the survey span allows, not mentioning cultural attitudes towards increased maternal age for first pregnancy. Perhaps the improvement made in later care phases indicates that improving health outcomes are easier to facilitate through improving the quality of medical service delivery than through education for behavioral change in the preconception phase.

The preconception phase does not demonstrate aggressive change in ROC between data available in the two Demographic Health Surveys. Preventative action probably impacted birth intervals and contraceptive knowledge but not the age of first birth. When young women are pregnant they frequently access more health care through primary care, and community health workers at which time they learn about the importance of family planning and birth intervals but it seems to come after the fact. As media messages of family planning were down, preventative actions might have come from primary care providers, community health workers or perhaps through participation in women’s health groups in the community but they were not particularly effective for these issues as measured in the DHS.
2. Antenatal Care/Prenatal Care

The antenatal care/prenatal care phase, on the other hand, showed some significant improvements between 2005 and 2011-2012. Women received more quality care as represented by improved health protocols during their pregnancy through additional antenatal care visits and increased tetanus vaccinations. Moreover, health protocols improved as a consequence of more antenatal care visits spent with a trained medical professional. This increase in quality antenatal care (ANC)
engagement could explain the substantial improvement in knowledge of pregnancy complications.

Importantly, the number of women who had no ANC visits decreased. For this measurement to decrease by more than a third suggests that the most disenfranchised women were able to engage more with the health community, probably through interactions with trusted community health workers in rural settings. If women were unable to participate in at least one ANC visit that suggests that their circumstances were particularly dire. However, more women were receiving care, and from increasingly more qualified medical professionals. Those who received ANC care from doctors and mid-wives increased, while care from a nurse decreased slightly. Women received more ANC care in the space of six years. The number of women who, during their last pregnancy, received two or more tetanus toxoid injections increased. While later data from the 2014-2015 Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) shows that the number of women who, during their last pregnancy received two or more tetanus toxoid injections increased further which is an encouraging development for IMR. Receiving two tetanus injections protects a pregnant mother and baby from tetanus, which is a very real threat in childbirth in ROC.
Figure 9: Received 2+ tetanus injections and overall gains in ANC provider between 2005 and 2011/2012 DHS data

There was more knowledge about complications of pregnancy. Understanding complications allows pregnant women to make informed choices about pursuing skilled care sooner rather than later. Unusually high blood pressure, or unexpected bleeding (for instance) could signal health emergencies in pregnant women. If women understand that these symptoms are problematic they can seek care, or start to arrange to seek care rather than waiting until symptoms are especially extreme. In rural areas, skilled medical care may be far away and require the coordination of different types of transportation from various family members or neighbors. The coordination effort takes time and in emergency situations time is of the essence. Knowing complications of pregnancy can help women anticipate their needs sooner and problem solve for resolution. In some countries women have started emergency bicycle ambulance groups to support pregnant women as a way
to address shortfalls in emergency transportation. In 2005, only 40.2% knew about different complications versus 62% in 2011-2012.

Routine antenatal care at appointments became more standardized through attention to detail. Performance improved at the point of care which points to improved health protocols. Improvement of straightforward routines suggests specific attention was given to achieve across the board implementation. Health workers were able to boost measureable results by simply following recommended health visit protocol without requiring additional knowledge of obstetrics. This goes to the point that improving the IMR is more about implementation science rather than new medical technology. Some indirect mechanisms that seem to alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality between the two surveys point to improved health protocols (from primary care to the community health worker), increased health education of medical personnel and pregnant women, preventative actions, and ultimately increased participation with the health system.
3. Intrapartum/Delivery

In the critical and time sensitive delivery phase in the chronology of care, notable improvements were made as demonstrated by DHS data. Maternal mortality decreased by 55%, health facility births increased while home births declined, and assisted deliveries increased. Everything improved in the right direction. Improved health protocols at delivery and primary care made a substantial difference in
health outcomes. This phase in the chronology of care unequivocally changed health outcomes for the better.

Maternal mortality decreased from 781 per 100,000 to 426 per 100,000. The sharp decrease in maternal mortality immediately impacts infant mortality. Newborns without mothers are very much at risk of death due to lack of care and feeding. Improved maternal mortality represents much improved health protocols at delivery.

Health facility deliveries increased in both the public and private sector. Women had more access to health facilities and were educated about the importance of facility births providing necessary interventions.

![Delivery location and type of assistance at delivery between 2005 and 2011/2012](image)

**Figure 11: Delivery location and type of assistance at delivery between 2005 and 2011/2012**

The trend towards universal facility birth leads one to believe that women in Congo had increasing faith and trust in their health providers, and as women experienced safer deliveries more women were inclined to have facility births. Indirect
mechanisms appear to alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality through improved health protocols, health education, primary care and delivery.

**Figure 12: Strategic governance at delivery phase (ROC)**

4. *Postnatal*

Finally, in the postnatal phase in the chronology of care, there was demonstrated improvement in care for infants even though infant vaccination was uneven. In this phase, as in all phases of care, an ounce of prevention is like a pound of cure in ROC. In ROC it can be a challenge for some infants to have access to quality medical
treatment, let alone the indicated treatment to cure deadly health conditions. It is more prudent to prevent disease and illness in the first place than to expose an unprotected infant to compromised circumstances because recovery is an uphill battle under any circumstance. The two surveys demonstrate that vaccination, and the knowledge of oral rehydration salts, malaria prevention, and HIV transmission through breastfeeding improved considerably.

For instance, infant vaccination, for the most part, increased between 2005 and 2011-2012. Vaccines administered for tuberculosis, for diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis, for measles, and yellow fever all increased. Contrary to the encouraging improvements mentioned above, infants receiving no vaccination increased and polio vaccination declined. The uneven vaccination rate hints at different trends of various immunizing partners, and the difficulty emphasizing routine health and follow up care of infants and children.

Figure 13: Vaccinations over time.
Figure 14: DTP doses over time

Figure 15: Polio doses over time

Disease (frequently incurred when vaccination is not available) and infection can cause diarrhea having a devastating impact on infants. Oral rehydration salts developed in the 1970s were designed to treat acute dehydration from diarrhea.\textsuperscript{355}

and this therapy has been hailed as one of the greatest therapeutic achievements of the twentieth century. Therefore, increased knowledge of ORS is a path to improved health for infants with acute diarrhea. In ROC, knowledge of oral rehydration salts (ORS) improved substantially from 56.4% to 69.3%. ORS use undoubtedly helped ease suffering and saved infant lives once parents knew about the dangers of dehydration from diarrhea – shockingly, the cause of death for 7.5% of children in ROC and the third leading cause of healthcare visits for children after malaria and respiratory infections. Diarrhea in ROC is a symptom of contaminated water, unsanitary conditions, viruses, disease, and compromised health in general. The burden of acute gastroenteritis, and subsequent diarrhea, is particularly high for children under 5 in sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, the increase in knowledge of ORS is especially vital for preventing the harshest consequences of diarrhea in infants.

In addition to environmental contaminants the ubiquitous mosquito afflicts countless people in sub-Saharan Africa by transmitting deadly disease. For the lucky few, sleeping under nets can minimize exposure to mosquitos but cost and quality (e.g., holes in the net) can render them of marginal effectiveness. Prevention in this
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case is the best medicine. In ROC there was an increase in the number of people who had at least one mosquito net, from 75.5% to 83.9%.

Education in the area of HIV transmission can improve IMR particularly in the areas hardest hit in sub-Saharan Africa. Approximately 3.7% of women aged 15 to 49 in Congo have HIV, which contributes to the 66,000 AIDS orphans aged 0 to 17[359]. Women between 15 and 49 years of age who know that HIV can be transmitted by breastfeeding increased as did their knowledge of special drugs to reduce vertical transmission of HIV in both urban and rural areas.

![Knowledge of HIV transmission by breastfeeding and knowledge of special drugs by location between 2005 and 2011/2012](image)

**Figure 16: Knowledge of HIV transmission by breastfeeding and knowledge of special drugs by location between 2005 and 2011/2012**

The indirect mechanisms contributing to the alleviation of the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in the postnatal phase include breastfeeding, primary care, health education and preventative actions in areas of

oral rehydration salts and vertical HIV transmission, and malaria prevention, as well as improved health protocols and improved vaccination in many cases.

Figure 17: Strategic governance at postnatal phase (ROC)

e. Case study process tracing and analytic narrative development

Now through the procedure of analytic narratives, we look for institutional drivers in ROC that have a plausible causal relationship to the outcomes of note, in this case the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality. In the process of uncovering the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the
proximate mechanisms of infant mortality in ROC several clusters emerge that might explain institutional drivers as particularly useful when macro-structural conditions were bad. By observing micro governance patterns that relate directly to IMR we are able to identify these causal drivers. Through a review of health-related governance literature in Congo between 1996 and 2019, five key institutional drivers were identified. Each showed a repeated pattern of causal influence over the indirect mechanisms that alleviate infant mortality. They are: decentralization, international partnerships, funding, performance-based funding (PBF), and cultural change. These five institutional drivers have a mutually reinforcing effect; one enables the other although there is probably not a specific sequence.

The Narrative: Part I Decentralization

One probable driver of change that impacted the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate indicators of infant mortality in ROC was decentralization. Devolving administrative responsibility for health care provision from the national government to the local level seems a likely antidote to dysfunction. Given that democracy was in crisis, governance was defunct, and economic growth was below average, the idea and/or practice of gradually distributing some authority away from the hub of said dysfunction might prove beneficial. Moving the power of decision-making away from central control was part of a democratic movement.
worldwide with the fall of communism\textsuperscript{360}. This devolution included political, economic and administrative powers that were pushed down to local governments

*Analyzing the Narrative: Decentralization*

Decentralization influences the indirect social and policy mechanisms that alleviate infant mortality by impacting health education, intervention opportunities, preventative actions, and improved health protocols. Indirect health mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality in ROC are impacted by decentralization are vaccines and primary care. Decentralization is valuable and encourages sustaining partnerships at different levels of government. Dysfunction at the national level, which could dissuade partners from collaborating, can be circumvented to an extent and facilitates increased partnerships and funding because of perceived accountability. Through decentralization, the entire chronology of potential care phases during a woman’s life is impacted.

One might wonder why Sassou, an authoritarian, would permit decentralization in the first place after a hard won takeover in 1997? We will never know his specific motivation but what might be assumed is that he wants to maintain power and that decentralizing some power and authority to the localities must facilitate his interests in one way or another. Let’s consider the “contradicting incentives”\textsuperscript{361} that might motivate an authoritarian government to either decentralize or centralize:
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decentralization can erode authority and strengthen political rivals, but at the same
time it can prevent dispersed coalitions consolidating power against central
leadership. Understanding why or how authoritarian regimes are incentivized to
decentralize or not can issue broadly from three motives. First, the global demand
for democratization and the need to modernize often necessitate decentralization as
governments look for efficiencies and cost savings at local levels. Second,
decentralization by authoritarian governments can be a political response to
undermine or placate threats to central leadership. Third, external coercion via
donors, international organizations, norms and markets also explain why
authoritarians might choose or be forced to decentralize. Sassou decentralized his
government officially, over time through constitutional referendum, even as he
consolidated his position of leadership.

One argument for his decision to permit decentralization might have been to realize
the success other countries had improving international indicators of health like
maternal and infant mortality. Maybe more likely, it was not the specific health
outcomes he was looking to achieve but rather the legitimacy of his overextended
tenure as leader of ROC. More constitutional rights extended to localities expresses a
level of magnanimity and modernity on par with more democratic countries that are
frequent donors to the region.
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Decentralization, or at least the appearance of decentralization, was likely part of “playing the game” for an international audience that values norms of democracy. Decentralization brought two different outcomes. First, Sassou further consolidated his position through a dispersed coalition of supporters as part of the locally elected leadership/elite. This has a threefold purpose of aiding in the specter of democracy, it legitimizes and places responsibility on local leaders through elections, and at the same time it can minimize the culpability of the central government when things go awry. The other outcome of decentralization is that it can unintentionally reinforce international norms that push back against authoritarian regimes, and it makes local level government partnership with international alliances attractive and/or necessary. Local governments can comply with international agendas through partnerships that can erode confidence in the central government; therefore, authoritarian leaders carefully weigh how much they are willing to decentralize to the local level, doing so only when it is politically or economically expedient.

Whatever the motivation, the progression of detailed responsibilities to the local level represents increased opportunity and obligation to attend to local concerns; but in order for that to work local governance needs to function better than national
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governance and in many cases it does. Diamond (2015) notes that decentralization can improve poor governance when control and assets are shifted or shared to lower levels of government, which can improve efficiency, effectiveness, transparency and accountability. As demonstrated later in the case, performance-based funding of health care programs can thrive in environments of increased transparency and accountability at local levels.

Some examples illustrate the impact of decentralization of IMR, as well as the chronology of care for women. A study on infant immunization demonstrates that regional governments in ROC have made strides in vaccination coverage but continued donor support from partner organizations must continue for additional substantial progress. Unsurprisingly, donor support might very well be contingent on vital governance capabilities, many of which are enhanced at local levels and perhaps driven continually towards improvement in order to negotiate ongoing partnerships. Also in 2007, UNICEF collaborated with partners at the local, national and international levels to intervene in areas of health, nutrition and water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH). A key area of focused intervention was an “expanded programme on immunization (EPI)” in a handful of districts to increase coverage of the D.T.P. and measles, and polio vaccine, as well as vitamin A
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supplementation in children and post-partum women. The intervention campaign by UNICEF included plans to expand vaccination programs and care was taken to incorporate the effort within the “relevant ministries” as their capacity allows. The readiness of international partners to collaborate at the local and regional levels in ROC indicates confidence in local and regional governance capacity and autonomy to deliver on predetermined targets. International organizations that are allowed to collaborate directly with decentralized localities might have more control over a program, its implementation, buy in or trust from communities and overall success. Decentralization seems a likely first step that allows other institutional drivers (like international partnerships, funding, performance-based funding, and cultural change) to get a foothold that also ultimately impact the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality.

The Narrative: Part II International Partnerships

A case study in Tanzania, Sirili et al. (2019) illustrates how the government implemented a series of reforms that paved the way for health sector PPP collaboration over time to address the medical professional deficit: in 1991 an amendment to the private hospitals regulation act allowed for the private ownership of health facilities; in 1994 proposals for health sector reforms were explored; by 1999 a National Education policy expanded science programs in secondary schools, in 2005 a Higher Education Students’ Loans Board and the
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Tanzanian commission for Universities was established; in 2009 the government reaffirmed commitment to PPPs with the endorsement of Public Private Partnership Policy that led to the 2010 enactment of the Public Private partnership act\(^{373}\). The case study of Tanzania is used as an example of a parallel initial experience of a LMICs African country establishing reforms and a private health care sector with PPPs as a response to national constraints. Similarly, Congo’s private health sector was established roughly the same time as Tanzania’s and it incorporates international partnerships as part of response to inadequate health care.

*Analyzing the Narrative: International Partnerships*

International partnerships seem to have influenced the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality like delivery, community interventions, preventative actions, primary care, vaccines, and improved health protocols. From preconception through postnatal care, all phases of the chronology of care are marked by partnerships that impact health outcomes for infants in ROC. The partnerships suggest a light hand so to speak on behalf of the government to permit collaboration (international and domestic) through partnership, even a willingness to redistribute power through decentralization. International partners use their influence and encourage identified health outcomes through “increasingly dense interactions” in addition to funds and technical

\(^{373}\) Sirili et al., 6.
expertise to realize stated objectives. These intensified relationships provide opportunities to share international norms, standards, and expectations; sometimes implemented through performance based funding of projects and activities.

International partnerships result in more connectivity, access to funds, and improvement in health care systems that improve the IMR. Examples from ROC demonstrate the various means by which public private partnerships intersect to mitigate infant mortality.

International partnerships do not need to be at odds with broader government health goals, they can overlap as force multipliers and they can also promote their own specific agendas. Broadly though, international partnerships help the government achieve stated health outcomes, sometimes at the national level and frequently at regional and local levels. Between 2005 and 2012, maternal mortality decreased by over 45% due to improved healthcare and better family planning programs. A UNICEF specialist in ROC says that the international partnership “in accordance with its commitments, the government, with the participation of stakeholders, will continue its efforts to implement additional measures to combat preventable deaths of children and mothers.”
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Since 2009, maternal mortality was made a health priority when the president committed to the Africa Union in an effort to ensure that women do not die in childbirth, and he hoped to do so through partnerships with UNICEF, the WHO, the World Bank, UNFPA (who helped clarify the “national roadmap” for achieving CARMMA- an international mission in Africa)\textsuperscript{378}. CARMMA (Campaign for the Accelerated Reduction of Maternal Mortality) was formulated “around a coalition that includes government ministries, parliamentarians, the First Lady, civil society and the media, as well as UN agencies”\textsuperscript{379}. The partnerships strengthen the Congo's leadership capacity to support improved health services and outcomes. Not coincidentally, the Observatory on Maternal and Newborn Mortality created in 2010 in ROC improved maternal mortality according to the Ministry of Health\textsuperscript{380}. The Observatory functions to emphasize family planning, Caesarean sections, and prevention of obstetric fistula. Government policies, multiple partners and NGOs were instrumental in the decline in IMR\textsuperscript{381}. International partnerships’ working in conjunction with Congo build strategies to increase education regarding the importance of maternal and child health care. Education and guidance by sector specialists facilitate enhanced family planning. Family planning encourages the prevention of actions and attitudes that limit the success of healthy pregnancy, delivery and postnatal care. The partnerships allow best practices to be integrated
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into lagging health care systems. Family planning messages are increasingly coming through quality engagement with primary care based on enhanced training of the importance of family planning for maternal and child health outcomes.

By 2013, 93% of women received antenatal care in Congo. There was greater access to primary care in Congo due to scales of efficiency: as more people experience greater quality of care, more people feel encouraged to seek primary care. As more people seek primary care for their needs, the cost of service goes down. Similarly, as more people sought primary care more vaccinations were available and they cost less. Vaccinations are part of a healthy pregnancy, and in turn healthy babies.

Pregnant women in Congo who have received at least two tetanus toxoid containing vaccine (TTCV) doses during their last birth are considered to have “protection at birth” (PAB). A WHO-UNICEF mathematical model demonstrated in 2000, 67% of pregnant women were considered to have PAB, while in 2013 83% of pregnant women were estimated to have PAB. Globally, due to specific work “towards maternal and neonatal tetanus elimination (MNTE), neonatal mortality from tetanus has declined an estimated 94% between 1988 and 2013.”
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Health Assembly in 1989 was to eliminate neonatal tetanus globally by 1995 through partnerships with the WHO, UNICEF, and UNFPA to issue recommendations to achieve certain standards of routine care in pregnant women, particularly in Africa. In addition, the public private partnerships from the Polio Eradication Initiative, the Measles Partnership, and GAVI Alliance and other organizations are also revolutionizing vaccination in Africa.

International partnerships that offer technical advice to countries in crisis conditions can facilitate best practices when there might be little or no leadership from national governments. Country factors that limit health services like “civil unrest, lack of human resources within health ministries, limited funding for routine immunization services, and competition for staff time among individuals involved in polio and measles supplementary immunization activities” can be overcome through public private partnerships. For example, international partnership and funding from UNICEF between 2001 and 2005 was highlighted as “unprecedented” in targeting maternal and neonatal tetanus in Africa but it was considered necessary as some countries had limited capacity to address all vaccination needs.

The Narrative: Part III Funding

Funding, frequently a companion of international partnerships, seems a likely institutional driver of consequence shaping indirect mechanisms that alleviate
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mechanisms of infant mortality in ROC. More obvious perhaps than decentralization, international partnerships, and/or performance-based funding, funding is what every underfunded health department wants. The list of competing needs is longer than available funds in most countries and ROC is no different.

Over ten years, from 2003 to 2013, the maternal mortality rate dropped by 50% even though in 2005 there were still too few necessities (like forceps and beds) in health facilities according to one gynecologist. But, by 2013 the difference was remarkable and credit is given to the government and presidential decree to dedicate financial resources towards health and free Caesareans that heretofore were prohibitively expensive. This helped pregnant women who were previously left to die “on the table” if they were unable to pay. The presidential decree created a path for the poorest of the poor to have access to life saving care in childbirth. This decree, nevertheless, comes about seven years after the Maputo Declaration in 2006, which emphasized a framework for improved access to sexual and reproductive health (SRH) for women in Africa, of which ROC participated. Also in 2006 The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) contributed to neglected regions to ensure gains in health service delivery. Health care in peri-urban and
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rural areas was demonstrably poorer than in urban areas where the majority of the population lived. UNFPA worked with the government to build capacity in health centers that were underserved\textsuperscript{397}. Regions as well as health sectors were overlooked and neglected. In 2008 a Congo Health Sector Services Development Project of The World Bank committed to release $40 million of international development assistance to help mitigate communicable diseases, improve child health, and support population and reproductive health to focus on preventable causes of death\textsuperscript{398}. At the time, it was estimated that between sixty and ninety percent of morbidity in ROC was due to preventable “infectious diseases, and maternal and child illnesses”\textsuperscript{399} so The World Bank concentrated efforts in areas that would address the critical sectors. Funding (from the Maternal Health Trust Fund and partnership established by the G8 in Canada) was also an essential component to support “rapid improvement in addressing maternal and child health” in ROC by assisting the under served population at health facilities during delivery\textsuperscript{400}. In 2013, The World Bank approved an additional $20 million in funding for maternal and child health services to reach 86 percent of the population in addition to the $100 million government commitment towards universal
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health. As part of a health-strengthening project, The World Bank through its International Development Association (IDA) wanted to increase services to women and children in support of the health related Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 1, 4, 5 and 6, i.e. “reduce malnutrition, child mortality, communicable diseases (HIV/AIDS, TB) and improve overall maternal health”. To achieve the established goals, the IDA project was intent on “building local capacity and promoting partnerships with local civil society” as well as strengthening the capacity of management. The World Bank acknowledged that there were few donors for the health sector in ROC and that was why the project with IDA was essential to prevent further “catastrophic health expenses” for the impoverished. Some of the funding for the IDA project was intended, at the request of the Ministry of Health and Population (MOHP) to support performance-based financing in the health sector.

The government of ROC identified that in order to improve health outcomes and meet the MDGs they would require a significant “capital investment twinned with technical assistance from the World Bank”.
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Analyzing the Narrative: Funding

Funding, often through partnerships, strengthens the indirect mechanisms (for improved delivery, primary care, CHWs, improved health protocols, and preventative actions) that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. In the absence of adequate social expenditure, funding from multiple streams can make a substantial impact on health outcomes in ROC, particularly if allocated well at the local level, especially through public private partnerships and/or performance-based funding. Whether from the central government, foreign aid, or partnerships, increased spending can provide for the barest of necessities in maternity wards as well as for sophisticated vaccination programs.

The Narrative: Part IV Performance-based funding

Performance-based funding is the fourth institutional driver of change that shape the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality. It certainly falls under the broader previous category of funding as an institutional driver of change but it merits its own discussion because of the specificity associated with it. The focus is less on the availability of funds but rather how the funds are used. Performance-based funding (PBF) incentivizes desired behavior and health outcomes by giving money to organizations that achieve specified targets as identified. Performance-based funding can initiate within an organization, to drive specific behavior, or it can be initiated outside of an
organization in order to shape said organization’s outcomes. If, for instance, the
desired goal is universal vaccination coverage for all infants born in a facility then
funding for a health facility will be based on an organization’s ability to achieve
those specific results. Obviously, driving particular patterns of care can come at the
expense of other equally important tasks. Like in the old adage, what gets measured
gets improved. In crisis countries, where health systems are underperforming and
shortages are the norm, following established health protocols and mindfulness in
the quotidian care can improve health outcomes markedly. PBF encourages focused
behavior in order to deliver specific results in dire conditions. PBF works to make
health centers and health providers more accountable for specific health outcomes
by remunerating organizations and individuals based on established criteria. PBF is
often a partnership between the national government, international organizations,
local health facilities, local government and patients that allow health professionals
to be compensated based on quality care. Evidence points out that PBF in low-
income countries demonstrated “increased service coverage and improved service
quality for maternal and child health services”\(^{408}\).

In the 1990s there was a movement in western countries to improve efficiency and
accountability in public organizations. This movement was called New Public
Management (NPM) and it drove individual and organization behavior by financial
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incentives called performance-based funding. In the case of performance-based funding for health, contract programs are typically between local level administration and health care providers; with the administration establishing contracts based on measurable health outcomes. This differs from traditional financing because “agencies pay subsidies for health service achievements, such as a child fully immunized or childbirth conducted in a health facility.” Performance-based funding has succeeded, even in countries considered to be “failed states” like the Democratic Republic of Congo, in reducing infant and maternal mortality because quality and efficiency improved in regions where it was implemented.

Analyzing the Narrative: Performance-based funding

Performance-based funding shapes the indirect health mechanisms like vaccinations and delivery, and indirect social and policy mechanisms like health protocols, community health workers, preventative actions, and community interventions in ROC. A “PBF pre-pilot” in the Republic of Congo in 2012, in coordination with the World Bank, demonstrated “substantial increases in service delivery during the first 12 months of curative consultations, assisted deliveries and tetanus toxoid (all are well over 10% increase between 2011-2012. In addition,
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quality of care has increased substantially in health facilities participating in the pre-pilot. 413 414

Some examples of successful PBF in Congo focus on leveling up in health protocols. This emphasis is seen in an international partnership between Cordaid and ROC. Cordaid had successfully introduced PBF in several other African countries too like Rwanda and Zimbabwe. Based on the success of PBF in improving health services in other developing countries, Cordaid and Memisa Belgium partnered with Congo in Brazzaville to improve health services through performance based measurements like the number of assisted births, vaccinations, and consultations. 415 There was a focus on attention to detail, ensuring that women were encouraged to have assisted births, vaccinations were more consistently tracked, and that recommended number of consultations was conducted. Tracking consultations is especially important because pregnant women might not seek care due to financial reasons. Of the approximately 95% of pregnant women that do pay for a single pre-natal appointment in Congo, 15% of those women do not return for additional recommended appointments. 416 Finding ways to incentivize, support and treat
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these under served pregnant women in Congo through PBF is an important driver of IMR change.

A pre–post study between 2012 and 2014 of PBF in ROC revealed statistically significant results on “curative visits, patient referral, children receiving vitamin A, HIV testing of pregnant women and assisted deliveries”\(^ {417}\). The survey that was conducted for the study also found that there were “significant improvements in quality of services regarding the availability of medicines, perceived quality of care, hygiene of health facilities and being respected at the reception desk”\(^ {418}\). Financed by the World Bank and supervised by ROC’s Ministry of Health and Population, PBF incentivized selected Mother and Child Health (MCH) services\(^ {419}\).

The Narrative: Part V Cultural Change

Cultural change is the last institutional driver identified as potentially having an impact on the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. Culture plays a huge part of health care for mothers and infants in ROC. Some women still give birth at home and are cared for by a traditional birth attendant, or “matron”. This practice is essentially considered an “unattended” birth because conditions are not optimal for healthy outcomes for mother or the infant. Changing the culture around what type of care is acceptable
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and desirable for a pregnant mother in ROC requires time, education and experience. Many women were mistrustful of health care because in the past they heard from others that health facility care was poor, expensive and/or it resulted in the death of the mother or the infant. Rightly so, women were concerned about the quality of care available in health systems in ROC; it has been substandard and the message was shared among pregnant women.

One instance of cultural change started in 1996 when the ROC government started a review of health-sector reforms initiated in the late 1980s that aimed to improve the nutritional status of children under the age of five. Over a ten-year period, the government review found that stunting and wasting in children increased from 12.4% to 16.7% and from 3.2% to 5.1% respectively. As a result, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Scientific Research (along with donors, NGOs and local representatives), and the Faculty of Sciences initiated a program to improve the child growth and development sector of primary care to focus on “perceptions, beliefs, and behaviors of both mothers and health professionals” regarding child development. The program involved research to facilitate health workers in their interactions with new mothers. New mothers and health care workers had different ways to communicate if infants were thriving or not. Through the program, health
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care workers collaborated with new mothers to identify indicators that suggested health and wellness. For instance, health workers used “anthropometric indicators, such as weight and height” to demonstrate infant thriving while new mothers used indicators like “movement, thinking, physical growth, and interaction with people and objects” to demonstrate infant vitality. Improving cultural communication between new mothers and health care workers was viewed as essential in order to strengthen trust, encourage mothers to engage more with health workers, and improve health outcomes for infants.

Analyzing the Narrative: Cultural change

Cultural change can impact the indirect medical mechanisms (like breastfeeding, delivery, primary care and vaccines) as well as the indirect social and policy mechanisms (like community health workers, health education, community interventions, women’s health groups, preventative actions, and improved health protocols) are influenced by culture. Improved cultural understandings between health care workers and new mothers builds trust and more engagement. In the instance of improving health-monitoring indicators in ROC, health workers focused on cultural adaptation in their clinical practice to address short falls in service delivery. The transformation of cultural attitudes both in society and in health care an opportunities to shape the indirect medical, and social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality.
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The type of assistance at delivery, particularly for the disenfranchised in rural regions is critical. Typically, a home birth with a “matron, an untrained traditional birth attendant” means care is not in line with recommended health protocols for delivery: “in some parts of the bush, it’s archaic. When they need to weigh the baby, they put it in a wrap and rest it on the same scale they use for meat”\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^4\). As more mothers’ deliver in health facilities they have an opportunity to encounter improved, quality health services. Improving the knowledge and quality of care that community health workers are able to provide in rural communities improves health outcomes for the women who do deliver at home, or have no other choice than to deliver at home. The intervention on behalf of a trained community health worker or midwife at delivery has the opportunity to save lives through quality care, and low technology practices supported by the medical community, instead of relying on traditional practices like using herbal medicines and unhygienic practices\(^4\)\(^2\)\(^5\). Changing the culture from relying solely on traditional matrons often comes from more education and exposure to improved health practices that deliver better health outcomes.

There has also been a slow cultural change regarding HIV in Congo. HIV has been a taboo subject and people live in denial and do not want to discuss it. The Republic of Congo experienced HIV early on as one of the first countries in Africa to be impacted
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(in 2001 4.4% of adults in ROC were HIV positive)\textsuperscript{426}. The IMR of babies born to HIV-infected mothers was more than 260 per 1,000 or, “6.3 times higher than that among children born to HIV-uninfected mothers\textsuperscript{427}. Mitigating the prevalence of HIV in infants is one way infant mortality improved. HIV/AIDS “remains highly stigmatized” in Congo as the culture is one of avoidance and denial in discussing the epidemic\textsuperscript{428}. Diagnosis was often under reported due to the stigma. Infant death in a study from 2001 shows that 51.1% of deaths were from neonatal deaths, 6.7% from malaria, 4.5% from measles, 7.5% from AIDS, 11.2% from respiratory diseases, 9% from digestive issues, 3.4% from infectious diseases, 3.4% from anemia, .7% from accidents, .7% from other noninfectious disease, .7% indeterminate, and 1.1% malnutrition\textsuperscript{429}. This study from 2001 shows that improvement in neonatal deaths would substantially improve infant mortality and that treating malaria, measles and respiratory diseases could improve infant mortality even if drugs were not available to prevent the transmission of HIV from mother to infant in pregnancy or through breastfeeding. Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) has demonstrated effectiveness in treating HIV infants but it is important for the infants and mothers to be tested for HIV systematically so they can be given the “antiretroviral
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The provision of HAART in infants could reduce infant mortality by 76% “within the first year of life independently of their clinical or immunological condition”\textsuperscript{431,432}. The cultural component associated with HIV diagnosis has prevented mothers and infants from being tested. Neglecting the possible life saving antiretroviral treatment contributes to infant mortality but with coordinated antenatal and postnatal quality care, the administration of these drugs save lives. Changing the culture around HIV testing as part of routine care allows for, not only discussion of prevention strategies, but intervention when indicated. Cultural change is slow but it has allowed more pregnant women to embrace and seek out modern health care.

f. Initial statement of “strategic governance” findings

This chapter has identified five likely drivers of the IMR decline in ROC. They are decentralization, international partnerships, funding, performance-based funding, and cultural change. As discussed, they can reasonably be linked to the indirect medical, and indirect social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in spite of macro structural weakness. These five factors are both consistently present as well as demonstrably relevant to the circumstances under which the indirect mechanisms were shaped. They reflect a
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set of untheorized factors which form the basis for further thesis building under the concept that has been defined here as “strategic governance”. These five drivers of institutional change lead us to consider three points regarding how they might relate to strategic governance. First, each is individually and mutually enforcing the other. They involve institutions, policy and norms. Second, as some of the institutional drivers are implemented from within ROC, it suggests that there are endogenous drivers of change, even in crisis conditions, as seen through decentralization and cultural change. Third, strategic governance might also involve a dependent phenomenon that encourages and supports exogenous partnerships, funding, and performance-based funding.

The institutional drivers of decentralization, partnerships, funding, performance-based funding, and culture each (and collectively) mitigate against underperforming macro-structural forces, i.e., stunted democracy, poor governance and sluggish economic growth. For instance, decentralization can (intentionally or not) circumvent some of the dysfunction prevalent in undemocratic (or underperforming) regimes by collaborating with regional or local governments. Decentralization can minimize interaction with poor governance at the national level and can force specific accountability at lower levels of government through monitoring. Decentralization also reduces risk of capital flight because there is potentially more oversight from funding partners invested for specific health outcomes. By redirecting capital to specific health projects, the negative effects of an underperforming economy on health can be diminished.
In the case of international partnerships, the engagement with multiple stakeholders brings specific expertise to maternal and infant care that benefits specific ROC health goals. International partnerships, in particular, bring subject matter expertise, funding, and international norms to bear that might get overlooked in crisis conditions. The interaction between international partners and local governments can introduce accountability, transparency (where lacking) and efficiencies of scale through training and sharing best practices. Where undemocratic practices are commonplace, international partnerships can introduce expectations of equity and accountability. Additionally, international partnerships introduce and/or reinforce good governance practices that can inform and instruct poor governance practices. International partnerships also provide necessary funding so regardless of economic feasibility in ROC, resources are made available to achieve specific health targets that reduce IMR.

As we have seen, funding can take the place of public funding (to a degree) that has been misappropriated through channels at the national level. The funding does not lessen the pillage but it can bypass some of the more porous channels at the national level to target specific local programs, trainings, services, and/or equipment.

Funding for vaccination programs, and health education for instance, can happen regardless of the economic outlook of the country. Even if the economy is underperforming, funding from international partners for targeted health outcomes can bolster the capacity of health workers by providing needed materials, i.e., vaccinations, hospital beds, forceps, updated training.
Performance-based funding works directly against poor governance by incentivizing specific behavior to achieve certain health outcomes and better governance within health care systems. The focused and agreed upon actions of health workers and health systems, when properly structured through performance-based funding, can supersede poor governance in some health care environments.

Cultural change seems less connected or linked with mitigating macro pessimistic structural factors but it is still very powerful in its own right as a force to improve the IMR in Congo. Decentralization and cultural change are primarily internally (or domestically) driven while international partnerships, performance-based funding, and funding are roughly external institutional drivers that impact the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality.
Chapter 5: Republic of Yemen

This research will thus proceed in the following fashion: a) country background of pre-colonial, colonial, Cold War and post-Cold War history, especially as relevant to IMR; b) description of macro-structural weaknesses of democracy, governance, and economic growth; c) a description of IMR decline is described using surveys from two different time periods; d) description of indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate causes of infant mortality; e) case study analytic narrative development and analyzing the narrative; f) initial statement of “strategic governance”.

a. Country background

Pre-Colonial

The pre-colonial history of the current day Republic of Yemen foretells its future: a region at odds with itself and the site of proxy wars for international greed and creed. Situated on the southwest corner of the Arabian Peninsula, Yemen has long been in the path of global routes connecting east and west. Yemen also has 112 islands situated in the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea. As such, Yemen has firmly been in the way of ancient competing agendas, rulers, and civilizations. Inhabited since the earliest times, this area has experienced intermittent prosperity but more often than not global trends shift the balance out of favor. Once a trade route between Asia, Africa and Europe and greater Mediterranean area for frankincense, the market was dismantled essentially by the first century when the Romans
learned how to sail to India and the Far East. The new sea going trade routes left Yemen behind until the seventh century when people in the region started to convert to Islam. The connection to Islam provided connections to other parts of the world through the arts and sciences. Local dynasties and foreign empires ruled Yemen variously and by the late ninth century, one local dynasty, the Zaydi Imamate, was founded and continued to influence the northern region of Yemen for almost one thousand years.

**Colonial**

In the sixteenth century, Yemen emerged again at the crossroads of global events when foreign powers (the Portuguese, Dutch, British, Italian, French, American, Turkish and Omani empires) wanted control of Yemen and neighboring regions for strategic reasons: the Portuguese in 1507 took over the island of Soqotra, in 1938 the British subjugated the port of Aden, and the Ottoman Turks twice conquered the country between 1538 and 1636, and again in 1849 and 1918. Coffee plants were important indigenous crops and drinking coffee was popularized during the Ottoman’s occupation in the sixteenth century; however, by the end of the seventeenth century the Portuguese and Dutch undermined the coffee monopoly in Yemen by reproducing crops in their colonial territories of Java and Brazil. While
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foreigners battled over the centuries for sovereignty, local tribes and leaders opposed reigning authority.

_Cold War_

With the end of World War II and the breakdown of the Ottoman Empire the Zaydi Imam exerted more authority. From 1901 to 1948 Imam Yahya a proponent of isolationist, conservative culture in northern Yemen ruled and it continued with his successor (son) Ahmed from 1948 until 1962\(^{437}\). The revolution in 1962 created the Yemen Arab Republic (YAR) in the north but civil war ensued until 1970 between republicans and the pro-Imam royalists\(^ {438} \). Meanwhile throughout the early part of the twentieth century, further south in Aden, the British incrementally exerted control through treaties negotiated with locals as they expanded control into South Yemen. The occupied Aden Colony was formalized in 1937 in addition to both Eastern and Western Protectorates until a revolution in 1967 (although the fighting had already begun in 1963 when the National Liberation Front (NFL) was founded). The British then left the Federation of South Arabia and handed power to the National Liberation Front (NLF) of the south who then formed the People’s Republic of South Yemen\(^ {439} \). By 1970, the People’s Republic of South Yemen became the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen and was formalized as a socialist regime\(^ {440} \).
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Unification of the two Yemens did not happen for a couple of decades but still the period was not without conflict (most notably in 1971, 1972, 1978, 1979, and 1988). While the Yemen Arab Republic (YAR) in the north and People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY) in the south were newly established in close proximity to each other, the traditions they followed were vastly different. YAR came out of an Islamic tradition and accordingly continued with “Islamic, tribal, civil and military” type rule\textsuperscript{441}. At this time, patronage emerged as a dominant trait of the regime and funds from oil exports ensured that leader Saleh had loyalty from disparate groups that wanted the public funds he controlled\textsuperscript{442}. International donors funded public projects, and global aid flowed to YAR signaling support for the free market economy contrasted with the socialist PDRY that was encouraged primarily by aid from the East\textsuperscript{443}. The lack of public investment and the nationalization of property represented a continued and significant divergence from YAR in the north\textsuperscript{444}. Hastening the unification of the two Yemens was the collapse of the Soviet Union as well as internal political, social and economic disputes\textsuperscript{445}. One such dispute was over the discovery of oil on the borders of YAR and PDRY and how to prevent a Saudi Arabian takeover. Unification seemed to be one way to keep the two rival republics
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from losing out to a stronger rivaling neighbor country\textsuperscript{446}. The intervention of international interests in a unified Yemen that could create a booming oil export economy also helped clinch deals for access to southern Yemen\textsuperscript{447}.

\textit{Post-Cold War}

The Republic of Yemen was created on May 22, 1990 with the unification of the Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen in the south and the Yemen Arab Republic to the north\textsuperscript{448}. Ali Abdullah Saleh (formerly the president of the Yemen Arab Republic) became the president, and Ali Salem al-Beedh (formerly the Secretary General of the Yemeni Socialist Party) was the vice-president. ROY was born out of two opposing governing styles; each with their own complicated history. After unification, there were challenges merging courts, public sectors, and militaries\textsuperscript{449}. Parliamentary elections considered ‘free and fair’ were held in 1993 and 1997\textsuperscript{450}, even so, the civil war ensued in 1994 with the Yemeni Socialist Party (YSP) failed secession attempt\textsuperscript{451}. After the civil war, the constitution was changed to give the president more power through extended terms limits and the number of allowable terms extended\textsuperscript{452}. In 1995 the government accepted IMF input and Structural Adjustment policies (SAP) to improve the economy, and by 1996 ROY introduced its
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First Five-Year Economic Development Plan\textsuperscript{453}. The SAP policies included increasing prices on oil products, increasing electricity tariffs, decreasing the budget deficit, lowering the exchange rate, increasing the interest rate, and the issuance of treasury bills\textsuperscript{454}. A second Five-Year Economic Development plan was put forth in 2001 to address ongoing shortfalls in the country.

Throughout the 1990s Yemen dealt with political pluralism and efforts at democratization but tribalism, economic stress and violence-marred progress\textsuperscript{455}. In 1999 Ali Abdullah Saleh won the first presidential election and soon after contended with growing terrorist action in ROY with the attack on the USS \textit{Cole} in the port of Aden and the French tanker \textit{Limburg} by al-Qa’ida\textsuperscript{456}. The US invasion of Iraq in 2003 also was an international complicating factor for ROY as they opposed sanctions against Saddam Hussein’s regime and suffered a decrease in aid as a consequence\textsuperscript{457}. The nearby fragile state of Somalia, and subsequent migrants crossing the Red sea into ROY was another global pressure for the government\textsuperscript{458}. The World Bank recognized the dire situation in Yemen in 2002 and worked with the government to introduce a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) for 2003 to 2005 to address escalating human and economic crisis; however growing discontent
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led to further degradation of conditions. The first decade of the new millennium was no different. The Huthi wars (which initiated in the northern region of former YAR in the Sa’ada province) from 2004 until a cease fire in 2010 disrupted the full integration of the former YAR and PDYR. The Huthis are considered fundamentalists and they are distinct, separate and not aligned with Sunni jihadi movements. The Huthi movement initially came out of the marginalization of the Zaydi population by Saleh’s government and influenced by the popular Zaydi cleric leader Husayn al-Huthi. Husayn refused to align his movement with Saleh’s regime and in 2004 war erupted between government forces and the Huthis in the northern territory. This initial campaign led to Husayn’s death and martyrdom and launched a series of wars that won the Huthis more territory. By 2011, the Huthi movement controlled parts of Amran province, western al-Jawf province, and by 2014 most of northern Yemen and all of Sana’a.

By spring 2011 popular uprisings led to encampments in cities across ROY. This movement was called the “Change Revolution” and it marked a culmination of anger at Saleh’s regime. During this time, Saleh’s forces fired upon protestors killing 45 people and injuring over 200- this violent attack caused some of his party

---
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members to leave the party and it also caused a split in his military where one brigade vowed to defend the protestors\textsuperscript{464}. While the government was opposing the Huthis in some regions, in an improbable union, other Huthis were “cooperating with Saleh elsewhere in the country”\textsuperscript{465}. Seriously wounded in a mosque attack, Saleh was evacuated to Saudi Arabia for medical attention and that initiated a formal takeover by Abdu Rabbu Mansur Hadi (who was subsequently elected president for a two year transitional period)\textsuperscript{466}. When Saleh returned to Yemen after his convalescence he extended his “secret” involvement with the Huthis in a push against the Hadi regime\textsuperscript{467}. By 2014 the Huthi-Saleh alliance took over Amran and Sana’a further unsettling ROY, while at the same time Hadi was also trying to harness Huthi fighters to undermine forces against his transitional government\textsuperscript{468}. Betrayal, deception and changing loyalties throughout the country strengthened the Huthis by the time they took over the capital city as Hadi’s transitional regime became increasingly unpopular until the Peace and National Partnership Agreement (PNPA) was signed with UN involvement\textsuperscript{469}. While the case study time frame that looks at improvement in IMR in ROY extends only to 2014, the complicated history of ROY continued with Machiavellian twists. Breakdowns in 2015 in efforts to draft a new constitution because of kidnappings, military maneuvers, and attacks against
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Hadi’s personal security force led Hadi’s and his government to resign and escape to Saudi Arabia\textsuperscript{470}. Shortly thereafter, Hadi tried to reestablish a government in Aden with the help of Saudi military support but the Huthi-Saleh alliance initiated an attack to establish military prominence. The Saudi involvement in support of Hadi’s failed transitional government turned a “political and humanitarian crisis into a catastrophe”\textsuperscript{471}. Then, in February 2015 the Huthi campaign made a “Constitutional Declaration” that stated that nothing in the constitution could challenge their authority. The Huthi Supreme Revolutionary Committee (SRC) usurped the government and this new arrangement suited Saleh well\textsuperscript{472}. It is thought that the former regional Huthi movement that came to ultimately takeover the entire country is proof of Saleh’s maneuvering\textsuperscript{473}. The Huthi leadership and military was essentially loyal to Saleh himself rather than the Huthi movement (which by this time was an amalgamation of political, tribal, and military fighters and little ideological coalescence) but Saleh had no allegiance to the Huthis except for that they were potentially fighting against any force that threatened a common interest in controlling the country\textsuperscript{474}. Four months later, the Supreme Political Council (SPC) of Saleh’s making, which replaced the Supreme Revolutionary Committee, established the Government of National Salvation\textsuperscript{475}. Top institutional and
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ministerial level positions of the SPC were held by Huthi and Saleh followers alike but always in an uneasy alliance that made effective rule impossible\textsuperscript{476}. Still in early 2017 a Saudi-led coalition in support of “internationally recognized government forces” and the Huthi-Saleh leaders battle for supremacy\textsuperscript{477}. Later in December of that year, the Huthis assassinated Saleh when they discovered he was leaving the coalition only to side with Saudi-led support of Hadi’s “recognized” government. The initial Saleh and Hadi split created enormous tension and ignited already tense relations in Yemen between regions of the former YAR and PDYR.

b. Description of macro-structural weakness

1. Democracy

One of the macro-structural weaknesses in ROY is the failed state of the fledgling democracy. Democracy, understandably, struggles in ROY due to recurrent civil war and different historical traditions that challenge power consolidation. From unification, there was consensus for a democratization of the disparate practices coming out of different traditions. Democratization initially facilitated unification by combining two different “economic and political systems and actualized ancient concepts of ‘the Yemen’ and ‘the Yemeni people’”\textsuperscript{478} but it was short lived. Despite efforts to forge a democracy at unification ROY it was plagued by intermittent civil wars, ulterior motives for power, access to resources and financial gain even to the
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extent of harboring terrorists for political gain. Even though some established ROY with democratic intentions, the actual institutions of the democracy were never really democratic or functioning as they were largely an extension of Saleh’s elite gang of cronies, military, and convenient supporters. So the situation in ROY was flawed from the start, and it never recovered even though there were some notions of “democracy” it never materialized. USAID gives Yemen a liberal democracy score of .04 on a scale of 0 to 1

2. Governance

The macro-structural constraint of poor governance in ROY, as in ROC, undermines many natural opportunities for the country to succeed. Governance was not a priority during Saleh’s rule as he wielded the government as a personal convenience for his elite dealings. Standard operating procedure was much like it had been in YAR: “personal patronage”, access to spoils from the oil sector, favors for favored family, military, tribes, and access to board positions for his chosen friends and implemented under “the veneer of democracy”. Before Saleh died in 2017 his net worth was estimated between $32 billion and $64 billion dollars.
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A combined governance score, comprised of the average of the voice and accountability score and the government effectiveness score from the worldwide governance indicators, is -1.01 on a scale of -2.5 to 2.5 from 1996 to 2014. USAID gives Yemen a score of .12 for government effectiveness on a scale of 0 to 1.  

3. Economic growth  
The third macro-structural weakness is that Yemen has experienced a growing economic crisis for decades even though there was an average economic growth of 3.311% during this study's timeframe from 1996 to 2014 (compared to an average economic growth of 4.77% for 106 developing countries over the same time). Structural adjustment policies in the 1990s tried to create a stable environment for economic growth but ultimately it did not have the desired impact. A migration crisis, coupled with an under educated working class, wars, slowing of remittances, and a drop in foreign aid all contributed to Yemen’s economic crisis. Prior to the 1990s, people from both the northern and southern regions of current Yemen went abroad to earn higher wages in Saudi Arabia. Workers would send remittances back home to help their families. In 1982, remittances were over $1 billion to YAR, and remittances to PDRY were estimated to be more than half of GNP. However, when Yemen sided with Iraq in the Gulf War in 1990, Yemenese workers no longer had the possibility to remain or work in Saudi Arabia. There was a flood of expatriated workers that returned to a unified Yemen with hardly any prospects for work, there

ensued a corresponding drop in remittances. Foreign aid was cut back significantly as Yemen sided with Iraq, and oil prices dropped. In 1991, foreign aid dropped to approximately $191K but increased again to $25 million per year for the next three years. The established economic conditions were poor from the time of unification and did not improve much over the next two decades even with different phases of structural adjustment. By 2010, nearly 40% of the population was estimated to be unemployed and over 50% of the population living on less than $2 a day. The economy continued in shambles over the timeframe for this study and that is the backdrop from which the IMR reportedly improved greater than the average of other developing countries over the same time.

c. Description of IMR decline

Considering the complicated history and considerable macro-structural weaknesses of ROY, this research considers the reduction in IMR against the backdrop of crisis and chaos. In 1996, the IMR in Yemen was 78.2 and by 2014 it was 35.1 according to globally aggregated data from the World Bank. In less than two decades Yemen more than halved the IMR under crisis conditions. Neighboring Saudi Arabia had an IMR of 23.4 in 1996 and 12.9 in 2014, Oman was 19.2 and 10 respectively. This Yemen case study explores longitudinal data from the Demographic Health Surveys.
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(DHS) from 1997 and 2013 and other sources to find clues of how the IMR in Yemen dropped so significantly. Longitudinal data demonstrates where some change occurred and reveals improvement at a micro level (individual and community) even as the macro level (national) remains challenged. While there are improvements in Yemen overall during this time, it is important to note that significant differences persist between rural and urban communities in both data. See Appendix D. See Appendix E.

However, there might be reason to be skeptical of the reported estimates from the World Bank and other sources. The estimates of IMR in Yemen range from 79.5 in 2010 from the CIA Factbook, Yemen as cited in Colton (2010) An earlier estimate of 82 deaths per 1,000 infant live births in 2003 as cited in a strategy paper on Yemen from the European Community with information gathered from the World Development Indicators database that conflicts with an IMR of 60.1 for the same year in the dataset used for this study. This mixed evidence suggests we need to treat cautiously the claim that ROY experiences a dramatic decline in its IMR in this period.
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d. Description of indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological causes of infant mortality

Between the first Demographic Health Survey in Republic of Yemen (DHS) in 1996 and the second DHS in 2013 a number of indirect mechanisms (both medical, and social and policy) that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality were improved as demonstrated through the chronology of care for women of childbearing age. The comparable data reveal changes over time and provides clues as to how the IMR improved substantially even in crisis conditions. Many of the improvements in health care are slight and are not universal, while other changes are considerable in the chronology of care that shape IMR.

1. Preconception

In defiance of the odds, data organized under the category of “preconception” phase of women’s health care demonstrates improvement. Unlike available survey data from ROC, ROY survey data demonstrates that women gained knowledge that impacted choices and behavior impacting their health and the health of their eventual family. More women heard family planning messages on TV, contraceptive use increased, knowledge of family planning improved, the median age of first marriage grew, the age of mother at first birth was higher, birth intervals lengthened, the median age of first birth increased, the IMR based on birth order improved, and the ideal number of children desired decreased. This preconception phase made remarkable strides in preventing compromised health outcomes for
women. By combating early and frequent pregnancy, the IMR improved, as there were fewer compromised pregnancies in the first place, and women were more physically capable and ready for pregnancy. This preconception phase reveals that significant change in IMR is in the control (agency) of women and families through preventative actions, health education, and not necessarily just at the primary care provider level.

For instance, a general trend in the preconception phase was access to more health information and knowledge. Educational messages from media reached more women. The number of women who were ever married to see a family planning message on TV grew substantially. Interestingly, there was a corresponding increase in contraceptive use over the same period of time.

The corresponding contraceptive use could have been informed by media campaigns on television, but also at primary care health facilities. Perhaps the increase in exposure to family planning messages on TV emboldened women to speak about the issue more forthright with their primary care provider.

Not only was there more public information available about family planning, and an increase in contraceptive use, but women’s knowledge of contraception also grew in practical ways to recognize modern methods.
Figure 11: Awareness of family planning

An increase in the age of first marriage in both urban and rural areas demonstrates a significant cultural change and undoubted improvement of quality of life and prospects for women. By pushing back the age of first marriage, the age of first birth is a likely consequence and one that improves health outcomes for infants and their mothers. The median age of first marriage increased in both urban and rural communities. Another encouraging trend in ROY was that the median age for first birth increased slightly in both urban and rural locations. The increase in age at first birth might reflect the earlier reported result of the rising age of first marriage.
Birth intervals also reported improvements over time. Increased birth interval (spacing) gives women time to recover physically from childbirth. It also provides time and resources to devote to existing children in the family without having to redirect or redistribute already scarce essential resources like food or nourishment needed for breastfeeding away from a needy newborn.

In ROY the IMR by birth order was hardest on the first born with an IMR of 110.2 in 1997, then 59 IMR in 2013. This notable drop in IMR for the first-born argues that young women had more access over time to primary care and improved delivery standards. That they knew it was available in the first place, had access to it, and knew that it was preferable to have a facility birth is a tremendous achievement. If women experience a successful birth in facility with their first child and experience corresponding care for the new infant after birth they are more likely to seek that level of care with their subsequent children. As seen in the survey, all subsequent birth order babies had dramatic decreases in mortality.
Results from the DHS (listed for both urban and rural communities) show that of women ever married the mean ideal number of children changed very little. Culturally the desire for four children remained largely unchanged. In urban areas the mean ideal number of children in 1997 was 4.2, and in 2013 it was 4. Rural areas had similar results, in 1997, 4.7 was considered the mean ideal number of children and by 2013 it was 4.5 children.

Health education, preventative action and primary care were seemingly indirect mechanisms that alleviated the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in ROY in the important phase of preconception, and the decision to delay child bearing. The choice to defer initial pregnancy, and subsequent pregnancies made strides in reducing the number of compromised deliveries and infant deaths. Reduction in IMR based on preconception choices and education and improvements in access to primary care that followed appropriate health protocols certainly were factors but intermittent war and general chaos in ROY might have also altered or forestalled decisions about marriage and family planning.
2. Antenatal/Prenatal

The antenatal/prenatal phase revealed some powerful developments, especially in the increasing number of doctors attending to pregnant women and the increase in antenatal visits. However, this phase also unveils a disappointment in the level of tetanus vaccination over time (which remained stagnant) that seriously undermines the care quality provided by CHWs, primary care facilities, and doctors. This antenatal/prenatal phase reveals an opportunity for service provision quality to
improve without the need for additional technology but more implementation science.

An encouraging trend was the source of antenatal care for pregnant women improved between the two surveys. Women received more antenatal care from doctors between the two surveys. Presumably the increase in doctor attendance to pregnant women enhanced care and quality to a degree but tetanus vaccination remained problematic. The midwife/nurse remained on the sideline in antenatal care, increasing marginally however; nearly 40% of antenatal care provision is not accounted for between the two DHS reports. ANC care from trained medical personnel almost doubled between 1997 to 2013: 34% to 60%. Without enough doctors to go around, it seems that CHWs and primary care facilities must have improved access and quality for women, and/or that more CHWs were able to meet with women in their homes, and that those CHWs had more skill and knowledge than previously.

Figure 21: Number of antenatal care (ANC) visits over time
Unfortunately, the percent of women who had tetanus toxoid vaccination during their last pregnancy of a live birth remained the same at 9% from 1997 to 2013. This discouraging result represents uneven development in maternal and infant health care. If accurate, the tetanus vaccination rate provides a strait forward roadmap for swift change in IMR if international partnerships and funding can be harnessed. This surprisingly low tetanus vaccination rate might be the result of a input error, or indication that it was not monitored appropriately but given that it was part of both DHS reports it seems unlikely that it was not tracked.

Another study provides additional information regarding vaccination in ROY. A midterm report in 2011 from the Global Immunization Vision and Strategy (GIVS) 2006-2015 of the WHO reported on vaccination progress goals of 90% coverage for each of 194 countries in regards to diphtheria, tetanus toxoid, and pertussis vaccine, and the measles vaccine\(^493\). Of particular attention were 68 countries where approximately 95% of all maternal and child deaths occur\(^494\). ROY was “on track” to achieve 90% coverage toward the third does of diphtheria, tetanus toxoid, and pertussis vaccine (DPT3) in infants under twelve months of age. Unfortunately, ROY was not on track for administering the first dose of measles vaccine, and the country was noted as having made “no progress” in that measure (Republic of Congo was


\(^{494}\) Brown et al., 1.
“on track” for both DPT3 and measles). The unimproved vaccination rate of measles in ROY demonstrates that the reported unchanged rate of tetanus vaccination after latest pregnancy might also be correct.

The antenatal/prenatal phase of care for women saw marked improvement (as IMRs dropped) but this phase also hinted at uneven quality health care provision as tetanus vaccination, an important indicator of infant health outcomes and an expected health protocol as part of quality maternal and infant care, was unchanged over sixteen years. Women clearly participated more in their health care through increased numbers of antenatal/prenatal visits with increasingly more trained or educated medical providers. The indirect mechanisms that alleviated the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in the antenatal/prenatal phase in chronology of care for women were improved primary care in many instances, greater engagement with CHWs, and more robust health protocols (as indicated by more antenatal visits but undermined by uneven vaccination follow through and/or reporting).
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Figure 22: Strategic governance at antenatal/prenatal phase (ROY)

3. Intrapartum/Delivery

The limited comparable information for the intrapartum/delivery phase of the chronology of care provides a glimpse at vital improvements in ROY for IMR. The health facility as a place of delivery almost doubled but home births were still more common. Assistance at delivery by a doctor increased and nurse/midwife assisting at delivery grew. The traditional midwife assisting at delivery decreased but having no one assist at delivery also decreased. By and large having a relative assist at
delivery was quite common and it remained the most common assistance at delivery. The indirect mechanisms alleviating the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in the delivery phase were improvements in delivery care and potentially health education.
Figure 23: Location of delivery over time

Figure 24: Level of assistance during delivery over time
4. Postnatal

There was no comparable postnatal data available from the DHS surveys for the Republic of Yemen.

e. Case study analytic narrative and analyzing the narrative

In the procedure of analytic narratives, we look for institutional drivers that have a plausible causal relationship to the outcomes of note, in this case the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality.
mortality. Through a review of health-related governance literature in Yemen between 1996 and 2019, four key institutional drivers were identified. Each showed a repeated pattern of causal influence over the indirect mechanisms. They are: decentralization, international partnerships, funding, and cultural change. These four institutional drivers reinforce each other and further positive outcomes in crisis conditions in ROY.

*The Narrative: Part I Decentralization*

One driver of change that impacted the indirect mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological indicators of infant mortality in ROY was decentralization. Decentralization developed out of the prior competing health systems of the former People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY) with socialist welfare state medicine, and the former Yemen Arab Republic (YAR) with both state supported and private health care systems, a combination of which continued after unification. Ultimately the health services in Yemen were overburdened by “free access policies”, relentless conflict, and under paid physicians consequently creating poor quality in the public health care system. After unification Yemen’s health spending dropped significantly impacted no doubt by the economic crisis. By
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1998, the Ministry of Public Health and Population (MoPHP) in Yemen decided to reform health care based on a decentralized model to address poor quality care and to put an emphasis on service provision and outcomes-based management\textsuperscript{499}. The government recognized the necessity of decentering the service provision, planning, decision-making and financial management so that district (community) level health facilities could become more autonomous with community co-management and the ability to partner with the private sector and NGOs with goals towards innovative service provision to improve quality\textsuperscript{500}. The reform program was a step towards establishing limits on the national government and a step away from being a service provider\textsuperscript{501}. Opening the door to innovation and accountability, community level health facilities were able to address primary concerns and partner with organizations offering solutions and funding.

In 2000, the Ministry of Public Health created the Health Sector Reform Strategy (HRS) to improve the failing health system. The Health Sector Reform Strategy highlighted priority concerns as demonstrated by order of importance in the list below\textsuperscript{502}:

\textsuperscript{500} Yemen Ministry of Public Health.
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1. Decentralization
2. Redefinition of the role of the public sector
3. District health systems
4. Community co-management
5. Cost sharing
6. Essential drugs policy and realignment of the logistics system
7. Outcome-based management system with an integrated focus on gender
8. Hospital autonomy
9. Intersectoral cooperation
10. Encouragement of participation by the private sector and NGOs
11. Encouragement of innovation
12. Sector wide approach to donor funding and programming

Figure 26: The 12 components of health sector reform strategy

Chief among the key components of the strategy, constructed entirely by the Ministry of Public Health, was decentralization, upon which all the other components would rely. Decentralization was the essential reform component to encourage a failing health system by shifting responsibility for improved service provision, capacity and quality to local levels. It was hoped that local level health care provision would be more responsive to community health needs and that it would be the first line defense in health care provision rather than district, governorate and national level care facilities. Previously, due to poor health protocols, local health facilities were frequently bypassed in preference of perceived better quality health care at higher levels of health provision at the
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governorate and national level\textsuperscript{505}. Local level health care refers to “district health system” which incorporates both the basic health facility level and then the community level. Decentralization of health care provision in ROY in this context means the “deconcentration” of management to the district level and in some responsibilities there was intended total “delegation” of service provision to organizations not affiliated with the Ministry of Public Health or publicly provided\textsuperscript{506}.

Under the newly emphasized district health system, the community based health services (CBHS) were expected to reach all populations, especially those who are unable to reach facility based health staff. Community health workers that are volunteers or semi-volunteers (selected by the community and for the most part of women) are expected to be extensions of health facility based staff, and serve as “trained traditional birth attendants, community educators or contact mothers for MCH/FP” reaching the unreached\textsuperscript{507}. The Ministry of Health also identified diseases as priorities for district level health care. The following diseases were selected because of the impact on public health and relatively uncomplicated ease of intervention to prevent or cure the diseases over shorter timeframes\textsuperscript{508}:
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Figure 27: Priority district level health care diseases, Ministry of Public Health 2000 Yemen

Analyzing the Narrative: Decentralization

Decentralization in ROY influences the indirect social and policy mechanisms (like community health workers and women’s health groups) that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. The proximate health mechanisms that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality are delivery, primary care and vaccination.

The decision to decentralize health care provision came from the realization that the national government did not have the capacity or the budget to provide comprehensive health care, nor perhaps even the intent to provide health care services. Limiting the role of the public sector was necessary in order to move forward based upon the reality in ROY, i.e., capacity of national government, number
of current workers, local facilities, and geographic needs\textsuperscript{509}. Through decentralization, the entire chronology of potential care phases during a woman’s life is impacted and that had the potential to improve IMR.

A study in Spain demonstrated that decentralization of health care, per say, did not improve infant mortality, but when health care decentralization was coupled with political and fiscal responsibility (as it was in Yemen) for health outcomes in regions, there was a 17\% drop in IMR, and a 19\% drop in neonatal mortality\textsuperscript{510}. The study also points out that countries that have democratic institutions have longer life expectancy and lower IMR, in one study about 17\% fewer infant deaths per 1,000 than autocratic countries\textsuperscript{511}. It is therefore reasonable to expect that given the restrained capacity of the national level and the devolution of health care responsibility to local levels with a focus on primary care and female community health workers that the IMR would improve because communities were able to chose for themselves the best course of action for their circumstances. In fact, a decentralized center of administration in the case of Yemen where tribalism is the only bureaucratic system many in the country have experienced might not have appeared much different\textsuperscript{512}. Tribalism in Yemen has been considered a “shadow
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government”\textsuperscript{513} as it has provided “core functions” with external financial assistance\textsuperscript{514}. The shadow government of tribalism in the local Yemeni context can mean local groups attend to community needs. At the local level some service provision like schools, water and roads have predominantly been delivered in Yemen through Local Development Associations (LDAs), “local institutions linked through an electoral process to the Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations (CYDA)”\textsuperscript{515}. Even as Saleh consolidated more power after the civil war through constitutional changes there were equally focused regional attempts to weaken his control through the expansion of civil society with “self-help groups and local communities fending for themselves”\textsuperscript{516}. Additionally, the limited (or nonexistent) road networks in rural areas of Yemen impacted access to health care\textsuperscript{517} so having an emphasis on locally available and locally sensitive health care responsive to specific community needs undoubtedly improved health outcomes. Health service providers were able to implement timely life saving procedures in the critical stage of delivery and perinatal care. As we have seen, several conditions drive health outcomes of newborns and they are primarily related to the health of the mother, her nutritional status, birthing conditions, and the quality of neonatal
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Delivery is the culmination of care the mother has received, and is often indicative of the care the newborn will receive. Previous centralized decision-making often focused on infrastructure, particularly in urban areas, rather than on quality care (especially perinatal care), or following established health protocols, training for medical professionals and access to care (which is a concern to poor and rural families). The government recognized the necessity of decentralizing care to the health facility level and in doing so supported more efficient use of resources.

*The Narrative: Part II International Partnerships*

Another driver of change that impacted the indirect mechanisms that alleviated the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality in ROY was international partnerships. International partnerships provided expertise and guidance on how to implement desired and necessary health care reforms.

In 2004, the Ministry of Health held talks with stakeholders to address quality concerns in hospitals indicating interest in improving health outcomes. The Government of Yemen and its development partners (UNICEF, GTZ, and the World Bank) undertook a study to address shortfalls in emergency obstetric and neonatal care (EmONC). A needs assessment study conducted in 2009 showed a continued
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shortage of health professionals, particularly in rural areas\textsuperscript{521}. Partnerships provided funding and technical assistance to evaluate ongoing needs in Yemen. Findings pointed to poor conditions at the point of delivery. The need in rural Yemen far exceeds the government’s ability to provide even basic services and/or infrastructure\textsuperscript{522}. For instance, in the urban governorate of Aden, there were 54 obstetricians for 494 expectant mothers per year, but in the rural governorate of Shabwa, 1 obstetrician for 21,087 expectant mothers per year. Or, again in Aden there were 72 pediatricians and in Shabwa there were 3: the recommended ratio is 1 obstetrician per 350 pregnant women\textsuperscript{523}.

Later in 2011, Yemen developed a National Health Strategy to focus on quality in preventive, curative and rehabilitative services\textsuperscript{524}. Through leadership and partnership, the World Health Organization was able to support the MoPHP improve quality of education and services provided by health professionals in medical schools, health institutes, a nursing programme, the Yemeni Board of Medical Specialization, and the Human Resources Department in the Ministry of Public Health and Population\textsuperscript{525}. Changing the landscape of quality health services
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improved the patient experience and encouraged patient’s to trust the advice and recommendations of health professionals.

In 2012, the Maternal and Child Health Integrated Program (MCHIP) in Yemen began, “with field support funding” from the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). A “Quick Start (QS) technical assistance program” was created to assist MoPHP support reproductive, maternal, newborn, and child health and nutrition (RMNCH/N) at both the national and governorate level in selected areas. During the project many technical aspects of quality care were addressed: in conjunction with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) evaluations of “community-based maternal and newborn care programs (CBMNC)” were conducted, and studies with the Higher Institute of Health Sciences (HIHS) to support a new “community-based education program and improve access to high-quality midwifery services” were implemented. The Quick Start program also emphasized building partnerships (domestic and international) to maximize the capacity of established programs. MCHIP partnered with the United Kingdom Department of International Development and the European Union on a nutrition program, the Expanded Program on Immunization initiative, the Japanese International Cooperation Agency and WHO on a community project, with Deutsche Gellschaft fur International Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) on a Quality Improvement
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Program, with the United Nations Population Fund for community midwife education and improving midwifery in general, as well as with the Faculty of Medicine and the Faculty of Applied Sciences at University of Dhamar, the Yamaan Foundation, the National Safe Motherhood Alliance, the Yemen Midwives Association, and Yemen Family Care Association. The focus on improving the continuum of care for women and infants through improved health protocols throughout antenatal care was an important aspect of improving the IMR.

**Analyzing the Narrative: International Partnerships**

International partnerships in ROY seem to influence the indirect social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality that impact community health workers, health education, community interventions, women’s health group, preventative actions and health protocols. Breastfeeding, delivery, primary care, and vaccines impacted the indirect health mechanisms. International partnerships were necessary to facilitate improved quality health delivery at during every phase of the continuum of care for women. One twelve year hospital based study in Sana’a’s Al-Sabeen Hospital revealed that poor delivery care has been overcome, in some instances, through an inter-hospital partnership of sharing specialist doctors. A new “standing practice”, according to the study (2005), is that specially trained pediatricians attend the delivery of at-risk
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pregnancies to address intensive neonatal care needs. The hospital study demonstrated a 40.5% decrease in the number of early neonatal deaths (ENND) between over the study years. The partnership of hospital networks allowed for the sharing of specialist resources to enhance quality of care at time of delivery. The additional education of the pediatricians in specific “intensive neonatal care” abroad and locally was an intervention that benefited local hospitals that collaborated in local partnership to ensure maximum coverage of a scarce health expertise.

Partnership also improved the maternal mortality rate, which in turn improved the IMR. 82% of maternal deaths occur intrapartum, or at delivery, so improving obstetric care is essential. A study in 2009 highlighted that the maternal mortality rate in Yemen was 365 per 100,000 live births, and in 2013 it was 148 per 100,000 live births. The study shows that the Government of Yemen in conjunction with multiple international organizations (United Nations Children's Fund, United Nations Population Fund, World Bank, and the German Agency for Technical Cooperation) were focused on reducing maternal mortality; however, their needs assessment in 2009 revealed that there were gaps in access to primary care and concerns of quality to overcome. Based on the findings, The World Bank HRSP introduced funding to support emergency obstetric care (EmOC) in three
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district hospitals, and twelve health centers that "were chosen for their remoteness, neglect, and generally poor quality services." The decentralized focus on behalf of the World Bank on quality care for the remote and neglected undoubtedly brought much needed support and funding for struggling communities. Efforts to improve were focused on organizing a system to monitor maternal mortality, EmOC training for doctors and midwives, disseminating clinical guidelines and essential protocols, and regular supervision to verify compliance with established protocols.

Improving the quality of health provision and education for health professionals through partnership with international organizations and appropriate funding improved health outcomes for mothers and infants.

The Narrative: Part III Funding

Funding was another important driver of change that impacted the indirect mechanisms to alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality in ROY. Funding is frequently connected to international partnerships. For instance, an international partnership pilot program that addressed the shortage of primary care, prenatal care, and delivery care in rural Yemen was the Extending Service Delivery (ESD) Program. This program supported the Basic Health Services (BHS) Project to aid midwives in setting up their own private practices in rural Yemen.
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USAID funded BHS so that twelve midwives could serve nine BHS governorates where health services and facilities were unavailable. Where about 77% of the population was rural and only 25% of the rural population had access to health services, twelve new private midwives serving the remote and neglected areas of Yemen was a step in the right direction although it must be recognized as only a first step. In 2004 a group of midwives in Yemen established a nonprofit midwives association (YMA) modeled after professional organizations in other countries - the YMA received funding and specialist support from the European Union, GTZ, International Confederation of Midwives (ICM), PHRplus Project (USAID-funded), The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA), USAID/Yemen and the WHO. BHS (funded by USAID) worked closely with the YMA and the twelve private midwives to establish another 56 private midwives that worked in underserved communities.

Another program, supported by USAID through the ESD Program, in partnership with MoPHP was to scale up best practices in postpartum care in an urban community at the Al Saba’een Hospital. The successful best practices implemented at Al Saba’een Hospital led to the implementation of: Kangaroo Mother Care (KMC), immediate and exclusive breastfeeding, prevention of neonatal infection,
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postpartum family planning (that included men for the first time), neonatal immunization (BCG and Polio), active management of third stage of labor, and neonatal resuscitation- all essential elements in the prevention of infant mortality. The $50,000 grant from ESD in partnership with MoPHP launched best practices that impacted postpartum women and newborns, as well as health professionals. The scale up of best practices expanded to over fifteen hospitals with plans on behalf of BHS and MoPHP to “scale up to 138 more rural hospitals, primary health care and maternity centers”. Initial results in six of the fifteen hospitals demonstrated that immediate breastfeeding of newborns went from 0% in October 2009 to 78% March 2010, and family planning after delivery went from 0% to 73.5% in the same timeframe.

Analyzing the Narrative: Funding

Funding in ROY seems to have influenced the indirect health mechanisms (i.e., breastfeeding, delivery, primary care and vaccines) that ultimately impact infant mortality. Indirect social and policy mechanisms likely to be impacted by funding are community health workers, health education, community intervention, women’s health groups, preventative action and health protocols. Dramatic results were possible with funding, as there was a dearth of quality care (often from lack of
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supplies, medical personnel, or facilities). The funding frequently came through international partnerships in support of specified local projects. In addition to funding, there was probably the expectation of measurable results to show for the investment. Although not specifically tied performance-based funding as in ROC, international partners probably had an interest in the outcomes financial donations. Frequently, funding “buys” participation, if not management, of particular programs. The increased interaction with funding partners encourages new norms and standard operating procedures that ultimately contribute to a change in culture.

The Narrative: Part IV Culture

The culture of ROY was another driver of change that impacted the indirect mechanisms of infant mortality. Improving odds of infant survival came partly from changes in the culture of family planning. DHS data reveal that family planning messages heard by women on television have increased almost twofold, contraceptive use was up and knowledge of family planning has increased to almost at 100%. The longitudinal data from the DHS show an increase in knowledge among ever married women. The trend of increased knowledge of family planning prepared women to make choices that were more beneficial especially given changes in marriage laws.

In 1999, Yemen’s Personal Status Law, article 15, which established a minimum age of 15 for boys and girls for marriage, was eliminated for religious reasons. In 2006, a survey highlighted that 14% of Yemeni girls are married before age 15, and slightly
more than half are married before they turn 18\textsuperscript{544}. Another study from Sana’a University revealed girls are sometimes married by age 8\textsuperscript{545}. Yemeni Noble Laureate Tawakkol Karman (2011) brought child marriage to the forefront through her activism against gender abuses\textsuperscript{546}.

In addition to activism there are numerous international conventions that Yemen is a party to that call for the eradication of child marriage such as the “Convention on the Rights of Child, the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriage, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights”\textsuperscript{547}.

\textit{Analyzing the Narrative: Culture}

Culture in ROY influences the indirect social and policy mechanisms (i.e., community health workers, health education, community intervention, women’s health groups, and preventative actions) and indirect health mechanism (like primary care and delivery) that alleviate the proximate mechanisms of infant mortality. Educating women to wait at least 24 months between deliveries is healthy for both mother and
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baby according to the World Health Organization. Having short interpregnancy intervals (IPI) is associated with babies being born premature, and prematurity is the “leading cause of perinatal mortality.” The greater the education level of the mother, the more likely she is to have more lengthy IPIs. For instance, a mother with more than 13 years education level in Yemen is not likely to have a baby with fewer than 12 months of separation between delivery and conception, whereas a woman with no education has a 60% chance of having an IPI of less than 12 months. Adolescent pregnancy also increases the risk of having premature babies. Knowledge of family planning can improve health outcomes by preventing adolescent births and lengthening the IPI.

Family planning is not always utilized because of several factors: low confidence in health system, cost, and “cultural barriers.” A study in four districts in Sana’a, Yemen found “the major reason for not using family planning was husband’s refusal.” Cultural or social norms impact women’s access to preventative family planning but cultural norms are slowly changing even in the context of conservative
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Yemen. Culturally, condoms are gaining in use as part of family planning even as debates about their suitability continue in light of HIV/AIDS concerns as a method that condones “risk behavior”.

In addition, preventing child marriage disrupts adolescent pregnancy. Child brides are prevalent in Yemen. Girls who are married young have little to no knowledge of family planning, and they have little agency “against older husbands to negotiate family planning.” Challenging the culture of child brides is slowly making progress but it has experienced setbacks.

Discouraging the cultural acceptability of child marriage will continue to minimize the IMR because of fewer pregnancies by young girls, which decreases babies born of compromised circumstances (likelihood of premature birth due to age of mother). Decreasing fertility in Yemen results in babies that are healthier, and healthier babies decrease the risk of neonatal mortality. Cultural persuasion is steady as family planning and condoms are becoming more acceptable, child marriage unacceptable, and the rights of women recognized. Partnerships with international organizations that support the cultural shift in Yemen are key because the national government struggles against historical intolerance of women’s rights that are
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considered “contrary to Sharia, Islamic law”\textsuperscript{558}. Absent national policy against the violence inflicted on young girls, partnerships with international organizations can shape norms around more universal values. The change in culture shapes women’s access to family planning education, primary care providers, and prevents fewer compromised pregnancies, which ultimately can improve infant mortality.

Another study shows that Yemeni women avoid going to a health facility for delivery because they feel they lack “authority” over the experience of childbirth. While it must be underscored that lack of health facilities and the dearth of medical professionals drive persistent “high home delivery rates”, the perceived quality of care provided, represented by the frighteningly high maternal mortality rates in health facilities, are some of the “strongest predictors of utilization of services and delay in seeking care”\textsuperscript{559}. Quality attended care at delivery is recommended for women giving birth but if the quality is such that it causes distrust and fear of negative health outcomes then women will continue to reject facility based births.

Improved quality could draw more pregnant women to health facilities for delivery but only if there is a change in the culture and perception of how women are treated while not in their home\textsuperscript{560}.
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f. Initial statement of “strategic governance” findings

This chapter identified four likely institutional drivers of IMR decline in ROY. The analysis suggests that decentralization, international partnerships, funding and cultural change contributed to conditions under which the indirect health, and social and policy mechanisms that tend to alleviate the proximate physiological mechanism of infant mortality arose. Strategic governance in the context of ROY might be a combination of these four institutional drivers that constitute an unintentional roadmap for IMR improvement in crisis conditions. For instance, the best evidence of this was the decision to decentralize health care that also further facilitated the other three drivers of IMR. Decentralization of service provision from the national level to the local level created a window of opportunity for international partnerships to intervene with technical expertise and with that partnership opportunity often came financial support, and cultural change over time. The decision by the Ministry of Public Health and Population to decentralize health care provision put responsibility and accountability in the hands of decision makers familiar with existing capacity in the various geographical contexts. While there was regional fighting, the absence of national level chaos and detachment from health care provision allowed choices to be made at the local level that directly impacted the indirect health, and social and policy mechanisms that alleviated the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality.

The institutional drivers of decentralization, international partnerships, funding, and cultural change operate in an interactive and complex manner, generally
reinforcing each other. As was the case in ROC, some of the institutional drivers in ROY appear to be endogenous, directly established by the government like the resolution to decenter health care service provision, or laws that impact cultural change like child marriage. Other institutional drivers (like international partnerships and funding) suggest an exogenous intervention that improves IMR. Decentralization of health care removed the expectation that national level government had capacity to address the well being of the population. With the focus on local level service provision and partnership opportunities with community groups, private sector, and NGOs, health care was able to consolidate capabilities to address the failing health sector in ways that were relevant to the regional population. Removing the dysfunctional macro-structural institution as service provider resulted in local service providers looking for additional capacity in the form of partnerships.

International partnerships provided additional technical and advisory capacity to local level health care programs. Through collaboration and focused efforts, international partnerships were able to provide pathways to improved quality throughout all phases of the chronology of care for women. In the case of funding, the supplemental assets proved invaluable to support training, best practices implementation and shortages in rural areas. The funding from international partners probably brought heightened involvement to see measureable outcomes for the investment but the literature does not speak to this as it did in ROC.
Cultural change was impacted by endogenous events and over time by exogenous forces of international partnerships and funding. Donor countries and organizations likely required certain outcomes that shaped behavior and ultimately culture.
Chapter 6: Research Findings on Strategic Governance

Using analytic narrative case studies to explore the significant reduction in IMR in developing countries, this paper finds that micro-strategic governance can facilitate improved infant mortality in crisis conditions. Strategic governance, in ROC and ROY, appears to be linked to institutional drivers of change like decentralization, international partnerships, funding, performance-based funding and cultural change. Strategic governance might be partly what mitigates the macro-structural pessimism that threatens IMR. In both ROC and ROY many of the components of strategic governance were primarily the same but this might not be the case in other countries. Strategic governance appears to be more opportunistic than intentional, taking advantage of situations despite crisis. These findings align with the appeal made in 1971 by the development economist and Nobel laureate Albert Hirschman, then working at Harvard University, in his widely read book *A Bias for Hope: Essays on Development and Latin America*. In that book, Hirschman wrote of “possibilism” as a way to reject the broad consensus thinking that had concluded that either “social and political transformation” or institutions of investment and aid were the only paradigms to development. Through possibilism he rejects the “straightjacketing constructs” of formulaic paradigms thinking. Instead, Hirschman proposed a broader path to “increase the number of ways in which the occurrence
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of change can be visualized. Indeed, Hirschman points out that crisis conditions can provide critical energy (or even "blessings in disguise") to upend development roadblocks if one knows to look for them, and they are not in the usual places. That appeal resounded widely in the development community at the time because of poor results of decolonization. Jeremy Adelman, of Princeton University, noted that Hirschman proposed through possibilism "a re-encounter with a social science that finds hope in disappointment, solutions in tension, and liberty in uncertainty." This heterodox proposal wanted to banish the "gloomy visions" as Hirschman called them, of predestined thinking to "reset the imagination, to take the intellectual to consider combinations that might take anomalous, deviant, or inverted sequences and make them a potential course."

Emre Özçelik, of Middle East Technical University, notes Hirschman put an emphasis on the "small ideas' and lesser thoughts' as a means to "generate 'great insights of practical value'" rather than the grand or preconceived. Phillip H. Lepenies, of University of Berlin, concludes that possibilism is "solution-oriented" as Hirschman focuses on "endogenous solutions" precisely by avoiding sweeping panaceas promoting revolution, or exogenous intrusion through instruction and aid from
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well-intentioned institutions. Instead, he wants to look for the mechanisms that induce endogenous change “through which a suboptimal situation can be overcome or at least improved from within”\textsuperscript{567}. We saw two endogenous institutional drivers of change in decentralization and cultural change in the ROC and ROY case studies that were surprisingly integral to IMR improvement based on the analytic narratives.

In ROC and ROY, the chronology of care for women presented many large and small opportunities for indirect mechanisms to alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. Change was not necessarily the result of larger paradigm shifts in the case countries; on the contrary chaos persisted in many instances and yet incremental, frequently agency-centered innovation happened nonetheless. Bad structural conditions did not prevent progress. Hirschman might describe this agency-centered vision of strategic governance as the “possible” superseding the “probable” given macro structural pessimism as reason for optimism\textsuperscript{568}. Looking for advantage, even when none seems possible, and finding it rather than relying solely only what is likely or probable in given dire circumstances amounts to opportunity formation. Strategic governance might be summed up as what allows for more agency at the individual or community level and mitigates macro pessimism rather than specific institutional drivers (as they will differ by circumstance), or even a prescriptive list of specific governance practices. In these
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two case studies where macro conditions were actively conspiring against life and liberty through war and corruption, networks of hope made incremental progress. Strategic governance (by acting as a buffer) was able to interrupt underperforming care at multiple stages to alter outcomes for infants by enhancing the indirect health, and social and policy mechanisms that alleviate the proximate physiological mechanism of infant mortality. Wise discusses the “last mile” of service delivery as an essential component to improve health outcomes in crisis countries\textsuperscript{569}. This is undoubtedly true: poor infrastructure, inadequate health facilities must be upgraded or multiplied, delivery care most be enhanced and so forth. This study diverges from the “last mile” theory and suggests that an “entire road” can potentially provide opportunity for significant, sustainable, lifesaving intervention in low resource countries. Strategic governance in these cases comes through a combination of context specific institutional drivers with an emphasis on what strengthens agency at the micro level in the context of these two case studies can reveal conditions that can ease macro-level dysfunction on population health in crisis conditions.

Research findings

In summarizing the research findings, it appears the cluster of institutional drivers in both ROC and ROY are connected with the indirect health and indirect social and policy mechanisms that can potentially alleviate the proximate physiological
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mechanisms of infant mortality. The endogenous drivers of decentralization and cultural change supported local and non-state environments to become more opportunistic as exogenous drivers, i.e., international partnerships, funding, and performance-based funding introduced various mechanisms of support and accountability. To make clear the connection between the cluster of practices (institutional drivers) in the two cases and the proximate health and social and policy mechanisms of IMR, an example from each country is summarized below.

**Decentralization**

In the case of Congo, decentralization of health care allowed the indirect health mechanism of vaccination programs by UNICEF to work with local level partners, as there was capacity separate from inadequate national administration of health services. Local immunization practices intervened along the chronology of care for women, particularly in the postnatal phase when infants received increased coverage of routine vaccinations and women additional vitamin supplementation. The international vaccination intervention programs at the local level augmented regional capacity. The Yemen case study also highlights the role of decentralization as an institutional driver impacting the indirect health mechanisms of delivery care in the delivery phase in chronology of care for women. Local and regional health facilities were responsible for the provision of care, even particularly hard to reach rural areas that had previously been more or less unattended. Community health workers had to go to the women, rather than women having to find their way to
health facilities. Building on local capacity and an intentional increase in community health workers, particularly in remote rural areas, scarce resources were made potentially more responsive to local conditions that made a difference in the critical time of delivery. This endogenous institutional driver of decentralization was aligned with global trends towards strengthening local capacity and accountability of health care provision even if the motivation was initially about relieving national responsibility. This move had the compound effect of not only giving agency to local decision makers to address specific local constraints but also to then partner with organizations with specific capacity to address shortcomings.

*International partnerships*

The institutional driver of international partnerships in both Congo and Yemen impacted indirect mechanisms to alleviate the proximate physiological mechanisms of infant mortality. For example, Congolese partnerships with the African Union led to addressing maternal mortality at time of delivery as part of an international Campaign for the Accelerated Reduction of Maternal Mortality. The international mission and resulting partnerships facilitated improvement in the indirect health mechanism of improved delivery care through specialized training of doctors to meet emergency care needs. In Yemen, governorate level stakeholders, along with the Maternal and Child Health Integrated Program (a partnership with USAID) shaped indirect social and policy mechanisms of community health workers were
positively impacted by additional education opportunities that expanded their
capacity to serve women and communities.

Funding

The World Bank through its International Development Association supported the
maternal and child health objectives in Congo (as identified in the Millennium
Development Goals). With funding, the World Bank filled a critical shortage in the
country by providing financial as well as technical assistance for family planning
education programs. This financial assistance impacted the critical indirect social
and policy mechanisms of health education around family planning in the prenatal
phase. Preventing compromised pregnancies improved health outcomes for infants.
An example of funding as an institutional driver in Yemen was the Yemen Midwives
Association that received financial support from international partnerships
including the European Union and the World Health Organization to expand health
care coverage in underserved areas. The financial support impacted the indirect
health mechanisms of primary care, breastfeeding, vaccines, and delivery, as well as
the indirect social and policy mechanisms of community health workers, health
education, community interventions, women’s health groups, preventative actions
and improved health protocols. Growing the cadre of midwives in Yemen had a
tremendous impact along the chronology of care for women and funding from
multiple sources made it possible.
Performance-based funding

The institutional driver of performance-based funding in Congo encouraged the indirect social and policy mechanism of improved health protocols in multiple instances: from assisted births, more thorough vaccination administration, increased number of attended births, number of antenatal visits conducted, hygiene, and respect in the health facility. Funding based on performance had a strong impact that shaped actions throughout the chronology of care and improved infant health outcomes.

Cultural change

Cultural change in both countries pushed back against long standing traditions of home births. This institutional driver impacted the critical indirect health mechanisms of delivery and vaccinations. In Congo, traditional matrons were previously the accepted attendants at home births (but that scenario is actually considered an unattended birth as the skills of matrons are not consistent with established health protocols for healthy delivery). The shift to facility births became more acceptable and desirable as health care improved. Women learned that there were benefits to facility birth not only for themselves but also for their infants with vaccinations available. Yemen likewise experienced the institutional driver of cultural change as seen in attitudes towards child marriage. International conventions, and growing discontent within the country brought this tradition to the attention of activists trying to end the child marriage practice which could
prevent unhealthy pregnancies and compromised delivery. Cultural change in this case impacted the indirect health mechanism of delivery that is harder for young women who are not yet physically mature for childbirth.

Strategic governance

Strategic governance is a form of locally initiated and opportunistic local or community governance that achieves accountable and efficient outcomes through the effective use of social and financial resources. The relative role of endogenous factors is of first importance. Decentralization necessitated local and regional responsibility and accountability to some degree. As such, decentralization of health care in both cases allowed solution seeking at local and regional levels. With increased capacity and responsibility by mandate, local and non-state solutions maximized what was in their power to change. Culture change, another endogenous factor, occurred with varying intensity depending on how much global agendas resonated at local levels and the willingness to course correct based on new information. The increasingly dense interactions through international partnerships impacted cultural change at local levels by opportunities to identify practices that restricted improved health outcomes, like child marriage, or unattended births.

Exogenous factors of international change, funding, and performance-based funding support and supplement the primary endogenous factors to enhance capacity. These central and international drivers increase capacity but are of secondary importance after the internal mechanisms. For robust response to central and international intervention, local and regional levels must have some degree of
autonomy in order to usefully maximize assistance. Without autonomy, exogenous institutional drivers might not have demonstrated the same positive improvements in infant mortality. Local discretion can provide more pointed use of additional resources precisely because particular deficiencies in the region are known.

Implications for Theory
The focus of these “strategic governance” findings is the relationship between macro-conditions and micro-conditions. Local accountability and efficient/equitable health governance can take shape from the bottom-up. The implications of this on the sequencing or dynamics of development is that micro-positive health outcomes are possible even while macro-pessimistic conditions persist. Opportunistic local and regional governments may seek partnerships even before formal authority has been granted from the central government and this can potentially provide fortuitous arrangements but it can also bring scrutiny from the establishment. Based on cultural change and to what degree that change has already taken place in more affluent urban areas, improvements can trickle up to the national level although that was not explicit in this research. Strategic governance can co-exist within unchanged national conditions, particularly in conditions of corruption, as was the case in ROC and ROY. It seems likely given crisis conditions that increased engagement with international partnerships served to not only improve measurable global health priorities and impact culture but demonstrated regime benevolence by “bringing in” assistance to help the underserved while relinquishing responsibility for current and/or future catastrophic health outcomes. A fraudulent regime can
very much continue a self-serving path and have no compunction for credit claiming when indicated for successful health outcomes based on local efforts and practical partnerships. Over time macro-pessimistic conditions could change but it is not a pre-cursor to development impact.

One might ask if cultural change is a macro-structural constraint rather than an institutional driver. If one considers “culture” a monolithic influence over an entire country then it might well be grouped with the other macro-structural factors that hang together like democracy, economic growth and governance. On the other hand, if one imagines culture to be more sensitive to environment then it seems far more likely that culture is not the monolith as thought. Culture in the contexts of ROC and ROY was very specific to many different small pockets of communities. Urban and rural areas had vastly different experiences and unequal access to resources of water, housing, education, information, infrastructure and health care. Addressing the cultural constraints in locally appropriate ways (through participation in women's groups, community health workers, or women's health education for instance) has the potential to modify those traditional convictions that impair positive health outcomes. In view of the cultural change in the case study countries it appears there is room to consider culture as local phenomena, or subnational condition, rather than a macro-constraint.

Implications for Policy and Practice

In light of the research and theory findings, policy and practice could potentially benefit from six considerations: foreign aid works, decentralization works, targeted
fiscal resources work, resource allocation and management is as important as
resource level, culture matters cannot be ignored, and central government should
not be by-passed but “rebuilt from the bottom up” through such interventions as
these. First, simply put foreign aid works in the direst conditions where it can
bypass crippling government dysfunction and corruption. Aid can almost
immediately alleviate suffering through lifesaving vaccines and perhaps more
importantly over time through support and leadership in education. In many cases,
foreign aid in the form of funding for educators as seen in ROY where midwives
were trained and they subsequently trained more midwives is the foundation for
endogenous change and micro agency for health care improvement. This aid of
educational support is equally valuable with vaccination programs and while it
might take more time to see the benefit, it is liberating for communities to have
capacity to address local health concerns. Second, decentralization of health care to
the local level allows responsiveness to specific needs whether through increased
education regarding the vertical transmission of HIV through breastfeeding to
education about the value of facility births. Decentralization of health care places the
responsibility for accountability and equity closer to the communities served.
Responsiveness to community need seems a more likely outcome in a local context.
Third, targeted fiscal resources work, particularly where spending is low or non-
existent. Resources allocated for necessities like hospital beds, and for women
unable to afford caesareans can make significant and immediate impacts as in ROC.
Fourth, the management and allocation of resources at appropriate levels is
essential. In order to maximize limited resources, as in ROC, performance-based funding reduced infant mortality by incentivizing measurable outcomes that aligned with best health care practices like the number of children fully immunized or the number of facility births. Linking funding to established health protocols or “best practices” allied administration and health care providers with clear paths for health care implementation strategies. Fifth, from the beginning, the importance of education, information, gender norms, and cultural practices must be part of the development program planning processes. Cultural change should not be forced or demanded but when prescribed it should be in the context of local environments. Promoting facility birth in rural Yemen could prove a waste of resources if women are not allowed to leave their home, or if it is a geographical impossibility because health clinics are too far away. Instead, awareness of cultural conditions should form the creative basis of how health care can respond to meet community health needs, as in Yemen where CHWs visit pregnant women in their homes. Finally, in the process of planning, central governments should not be by-passed but “rebuilt from the bottom up” through such interventions as these. Improving health outcomes and governance over time, notably at local levels, took place in both ROC and ROY because as seen IMR improved in macro-pessimistic conditions. To by-pass the opportunity for the same in central governments would be to the detriment of future generations.
Future Research Agenda

Continuing the exploration of strategic governance might offer additional insight on how developing countries can alleviate negative health outcomes and provide more examples of what works, what does not and policy implications for international aid organizations. As such, future research on the role of strategic governance in crisis conditions might extend to six considerations: non-IMR development outcomes, updates on the ROC and ROY cases since 2014 to see if even worse macro-structural conditions in the latter make strategic governance impossible, extension to the counterfactual “lower left quadrant” cases with poor macro conditions and below average IMR to see if there is an absence of strategic governance components is evident, extension of case country study in the “top left quadrant” of cases with poor macro conditions but better than average IMR, sub-national studies within countries, and the consideration of cultural change as a macro-constraint as potentially relevant. First, other non-IMR development outcomes can be explored to broaden the discussion within the countries included in this case study as well as others to see if there are similar or conflicting results. Second, updating the ROC and ROY cases since 2014 to reflect worsening macro-structural constraints (particularly in ROY) might demonstrate if strategic governance was able to accommodate increased pessimism (or not) while still improving IMR. Maybe there is a threshold in governance indicators across which intermediate strategic governance factors are not able to intercede to better IMR if certain institutional drivers are not present (see Mauritania and Central African Republic in Figure 5 the
“lower left quadrant”). Third, along the same line, research could extend to the lower left quadrant to see what if any, additional macro-structural constraints are present, and what historical or current events might prevent IMR improvement. ROC and ROY both experienced war but perhaps there is something unique in the lower left quadrant that prevented strategic governance from helping micro levels improve health outcomes. Forth, the “top left quadrant” provides further opportunity to explore similar cases with bad macro structural conditions but good IMR. Fifth, within all cases, subnational studies should be considered another research area to lend thicker detail to strategic governance findings. Finally, the cultural component might be another relevant area to explore in terms of its relative importance in certain cases at the macro-structural level or not.
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Appendix A: Decrease in IMR from 1996 to 2014

The following scatterplot shows the decrease in infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births from 1996 to 2014 in 106 developing countries.

1996 and 2014 IMR for 106 developing countries

The average IMR in 1996 for 106 developing countries was 58.42 per 1,000 live births. In 2014, the average IMR for the same countries was 31.21 per 1,000 live births. The average percent decline in IMR for the 106 countries is 48%\(^{570}\).

\(^{570}\) World Bank data, author's calculation.
Appendix B: Republic of Congo Data

Unfortunately there is not earlier data from either the DHS or MICS from the late 1990s. Longitudinal data demonstrates where some change occurred and reveals some there is improvement at a micro level (individual and community) even as the macro level (national) remains challenged. Research and news articles are also examined to reveal how the IMR improved over a specific timeframe. While there are improvements in the Republic of Congo overall, it is important to note that significant differences exist between rural and urban communities in earlier and more current datasets.

The Demographic Health Surveys from 2005 and 2011-2012 do not ask identical sets of questions; however, there are some similar questions and this case study will focus on some of those select data points to see how they potentially impact the IMR over the six year period. The duplicate areas covered in both DHS studies are:

- housing characteristics
- household possessions
- family planning messages
- literacy
- maternal mortality
- exposure to media
- birth intervals
- age of first birth
- knowledge of contraception
- infant mortality
- number of ANC visits
- women who had tetanus toxoid injections during their last pregnancy
- number of women receiving ANC from trained personnel
- of women who received antenatal care were they informed of signs of pregnancy complications and had routine checks
- place of delivery
- assistance at delivery
- vaccinations before 12 months of age
- knowledge of oral rehydration salts (ORS)
- use of mosquito nets
- knowledge of specific types of HIV transmission.
Appendix C: Select Survey Data for Republic of Congo


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking water piped into residence/Faucet in housing</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprotected source</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electricity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floor covering material</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth, sand</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood boards</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinyl strips</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiles</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carpet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any television</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellphone</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private car</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of women who, in the last months have heard a family planning message in radio, tv, journal/magazine, or poster/flyer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Radio</th>
<th>21.1</th>
<th></th>
<th>12.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TV</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal/magazine</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Literate</th>
<th>78</th>
<th>89</th>
<th>63.7</th>
<th>82.2</th>
<th>90.2</th>
<th>64.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal mortality</td>
<td>781</td>
<td></td>
<td>426</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN exposed to media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read newspaper at least once weekly</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch TV at least once weekly</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listen to radio at least once weekly</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to all three media</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No media</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth intervals:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 months - 17 months</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-35</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-47</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48+</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first birth:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age at first birth for women age 25-49</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN Knowledge of contraceptive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any method</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern method</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional method</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant and child mortality levels:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post neonatal mortality</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ANC visits:</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know/missing</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tetanus toxoid vaccinations and supplements:

| Percent of women who received two or more tetanus toxoid injections during the last pregnancy of their last live birth | 45.6 | 52.3 | 39.2 | 60.6 | 59.6 | 62.3 | 75.3 |

Antenatal care provider:
| Women receiving ANC from trained medical personnel | 88.2% by trained staff | 92.6% by trained staff | % of women age 15-49 who were followed during their last pregnancy resulting in a live birth A) at least once by a qualified health worker |
B) at least 4 times by any health provider 79.0%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>8%</th>
<th>9.80%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>13.50%</td>
<td>8.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-wife</td>
<td>64.30%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among women who received prenatal care:
| Informed of signs of pregnancy complications | 40.20% | 41.5 | 38.7 | 62% | 61.2 | 64.3 |
| Weight measured | 97.70% | 99.1 | 96.2 | 99% | 99.7 | 97.3 |
| Size measured | 93.60% | 97.2 | 89.6 | 96% | 97.8 | 91.7 |
| Blood pressure | 94.40% | 98.2 | 90.2 | 98% | 99.1 | 95.4 |
| Urine sample | 94.60% | 98.9 | 89.8 | 95% | 99.2 | 86.7 |
| Blood sample | 93.20% | 97.6 | 88.3 | 94% | 98.9 | 84.8 |
| % received iron tablets or syrups | 52.80% | 67.7 | 38.5 | 84% | 89.7 | 74.5 |

Place of delivery:
The percentage of women aged 15-49 with the most recent live birth in the last two years who were delivered in a health facility:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>Public sector facility</th>
<th>Private sector facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health facility</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                     | 73.8                   | 8.6                     | %91.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Doctor</th>
<th>Nurse/Midwife</th>
<th>No one</th>
<th>Qualified health professional/trained staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At home</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance at delivery:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse/Midwife</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of women 15-49 with a live birth in the last 2 years who were assisted during the birth of most recent
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vaccinated before age 12 months</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>live birth by a qualified health professional 94.4%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCG</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTCoq 1</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTCoq 2</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTCoq 3</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measles</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow fever</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No vaccination</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of ORS</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of a least one type of mosquito net</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of children under the age of 1 who slept under a mosquito net the night before the survey</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of pregnant women who slept under any type of mosquito net the night before the survey</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of HIV prevention - women 15-49 who know that:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV can be transmitted by breastfeeding</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the risk of maternal transmission of HIV to the child can be reduced by the use of special drugs by the mother during pregnancy</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Republic of Yemen Data

The Demographic Health Survey (DHS) from 1997 and 2013 do not ask identical sets of questions; however, there are some similar questions and this case study will focus on some of the select data points to see how they potentially impact the IMR over the sixteen-year period. The areas of the surveys that had similar questions in both 1997 and 2013 are proportion of ever married women who saw a family planning message on television, median age at first marriage among women age 20 to 49, age of mother at birth for neonatal mortality, age of mother at birth for post neonatal mortality, age of mother at birth for infant morality, birth intervals, age at first birth, contraceptive prevalence rate among married women, IMR based on mother’s age at birth, IMR by birth order, ever married women: knowledge of family planning methods and sources, mean ideal number of children for ever married women by age, infant and child mortality levels, source of antenatal care, number of antenatal care visits, tetanus toxoid vaccinations and supplements, antenatal care provider, place of delivery, assistance at delivery. These different data points are organized into three categories for discussion: preconception, antenatal care, and delivery.
Appendix E: Select Survey Data for Republic of Yemen

Republic of Yemen: Select comparison of survey data from Demographic Health Surveys (DHS) 1997, and (DHS) 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanker truck</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottled water</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The proportion of ever married women who saw a family planning message on television</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age at first marriage among women age 20 to 49</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of mother at birth for neonatal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of mother at birth for postneonatal mortality</th>
<th>&lt; 20</th>
<th>20 to 29</th>
<th>30 to 39</th>
<th>40 to 49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 49</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of mother at birth for Infant Mortality</th>
<th>&lt; 20</th>
<th>20 to 29</th>
<th>30 to 39</th>
<th>40 to 49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 49</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of mother at birth for Child Mortality</th>
<th>&lt; 20</th>
<th>20 to 29</th>
<th>30 to 39</th>
<th>40 to 49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth intervals:</td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 months - 17 months</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-35</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-47</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48+</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- < 2 years preceding birth interval for IMR compared with birth spacing 2 years or more
- 124.2 deaths per 1,000 compared to 17-35 deaths per 1,000 if waiting 2 or 3 years between births for birth spacing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age at first birth:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age at first birth for women age 25-49</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive prevalence rate among married women</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMR based on Mother's age at birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>83.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 49</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMR by birth order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 6</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7+</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVER MARRIED WOMEN</td>
<td>Knowledge of family planning methods and sources:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any method</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern method</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any traditional method</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ideal number of children for ever married women by age:</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 19 years old</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 24</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 29</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 34</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 to 39</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Infant and child mortality levels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>40 to 44</th>
<th>45 to 49</th>
<th>5.3</th>
<th>4.6</th>
<th>5.5</th>
<th>4.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal mortality</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postneonatal mortality</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Infant mortality

- 89.5 deaths per 1,000 live births
- 75 deaths per 1,000 live births
- 94 deaths per 1,000 live births

### Child mortality

- 8 deaths per 1,000 live births
- 12 deaths per 1,000 live births

### Source of Antenatal Care (ANC):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>31.4</th>
<th>55.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trained nurse/midwife</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional birth attendant</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know/missing</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ANC visits:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know/missing</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetanus toxoid vaccinations and supplements:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of women who received two or more tetanus toxoid injections during the last pregnancy of their last live birth</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antenatal care
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>provider:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women receiving ANC from trained medical personnel</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse/Trained midwife</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional birth attendant</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of delivery:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health facility</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance at delivery:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse/Midwife</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional midwife</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative/Other</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertility rates, total (births per woman)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural population (% of total population)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>